cours e director
•
•

South Padre Island, Texas • Ju ly 20, 21 & 22, 2005

Sheldon Weisfeld. Brownsville
Bobby Lerma. Brownsville

Location: Sheraton South Padre
310 S. Padre Blvd. • 956.7 61.655 1
Mail registration to: 1707 Nueces St .. Austin, Texas 7870 1. or fax to: 512.469.0512
Questions? Email mschank@tcdla.com or call512.478.2514
Registration begins at 8:00 am •
www.tcdla.com

seminar information
Anatomy o f the Win is a case study seminar. Lawyers will present actual cases and dissect them
from initial client interview to conclusion. Strole·
gies from voir dire to final argument will be disc losed. Lawyers will bring their trial notebooks and
use actual exhibits and transcripts when available. The seminar has been dubbed "NFL Films
for Lawyers." This is a hands-on. how-to. seminar
for the working trial lawyer. Ten minute intermissions will toke place after each presentation tool-

CONFIRMATION WILL BE FAXED

1-------------------------------------~
Attendee Name: _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ ___ Bar Number: _ _ __ _ _ __
Street Address: _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _
State:

Zip:._ _ _ __ _ E-mail: _____ _______ _ __ _

Phone:

schedule
wednesday, july 20
8:00·8:25 om
8:30-9:20 om

Registration & Continental Breakfast
State v. Hicks

9:30-10:20 om

• Sob Jarvis
Ethics

I 0:30-11 :20om

• Bob Hinton
Federal Crimes

11:30- I 2:20 om

• Sheldon Weisfeld
Vo.'r Dire

12:20om

• Kevin fine
AJ OURN

thmsday, july 22
8:()().8:25 om
8:30-9:20 om

Registration & Continental Breakfast
Lego'slolive Update

9:30-10:20 om

• Keith Ha mpton
Stole v. Cortez

10:30-11 :20om

• Dov!d Guinn
M cDaniel v. Stole

11:30-12:20 om

• Regan Wynn
Stole v. Dioz

I 2:20am

• Do~ino Crowder
AJOURN

friday, july 23
8:()().8:25 om
8:30-9:20 om

Registration & Continental Breakfast
Punishment Hearings

9:30- 10:20 om

• Mark Snodgrass
Stole v. Hampton

10:30-11:20am

• Rick Hagen
Deo§ng with the Diffic uiiCHent

11 :30-12:20om

• Randy Wi!san
TBD

12:20om

• George Milner
AJOURN

www. tcdla.com

City: _ _ _ _ __

Fax:

Registration Fees•
0 registration w ith cd (order by July II. 2005)
0
registration with book and cd (order by July 11. 2005)

B Jul 11

$0
$0

After Jul 11

$0
not available

•NOTE: You must attend the seminar to receive the course materials. Cash will not be
accepted for on -site publication purch ases and/or seminar registration fees.

Schlltterbahn Tickets
0
0

Yes. I need tickets for Thursday, July 21 . Tickets for adults are $23.36/children $19 .66.
Number of tickets
adults
children.
Yes, I plan to attend the FREE dinner at Schlitterhahn under the Pineapple Palapa.
Number attending dinner_ _ __ _ _

TCDLA Membership Fees (renew your membership or join as a new member)
0
new member (*see below) ...............$75
0
renew membership...............$150
" TCDLA New Membership

To sign up as a new member you will need a nominating endorsement from a c urrent
TCDLA member.
"As a current member of TCDLA, I believe this applicant to be a person of professional
competency, integrity, and good moral c haracter. The applicant is licensed to practice
law in Texas and is engaged in the defense of criminal cases, unless a stude nt or affiliate
applicant."

TCDLA Member's Name (please print): _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ _
TCDLA Member's Signature: - -- -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - Payment Options
0
Check enc losed (payable to TCDLA)
0
Visa
0 Masterc ard
0

American Express

Credit Card Number

Expiration Date

Name on Card

Signature

0

Discover

Far CDLP use only.

0

Check #

0

cc

A mount $._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
Initials

Tax Notice: $36 of your a nnual dues ($1 9 if a Student Member) is for a one year subscription to the VOICE for th e Defense. Dues to TCDLA are not deductib le as a c haritable
contribution but may be deducted as an ordinary business expense. The non-deductible
portion of regular and initial membership dues is $39 in acc ordance w ith IRC sec . 6033.
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features
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Summary of Results from the 79th
Regular Legislative Session

20

The Harris County Grand Jury
Institutional Racism?

by: Keith s. Hampton fi Allen Pace

by: Larry Karson

columns
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president's message
executive director's perspective
editor's comment
federal corner
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9
36
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Art Jam

Productions, Inc.
512.389.1747
512.389.1753
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Sprint PCS is offering a 15 percent discount to TCDLA members
on its wireless services. Existing Sprint customers can receive the
discount without interruption and new customers can receive
additional discounts on equipment. Contact Craig Benjamin at
512-294-0800 or email craig.d.benjamin@mail.sprint.com.

Viteconline is offering TCDLA members pricing advantages on everything you need to run your office, such as office supplies, equipment,
and furniture. If you need it, they can get it to you at a low cost and
overnight. Contact James Taylor at 1-800-797-2969 ext 116.
Hertz Car Rental is offering TCDLA members world-wide discounts
on all business and leisure car rentals. You will need the member ID
so call our office first and then call Hertz at 1-800-654-2200.

E-mail Alerts on Recent Developments in Criminal Law.
The TCDLA network specialist will e-mail you about the latest news affecting you, your practice and your clients. To
be added to either the general or capital listservs, contact
webmaster@tcdla.com.
Motions Disk. New members are entitled to one free copy of
our State motions disk.
Voice for the Defense. You will receive the only state-wide
magazine published exclusively for criminal defense atto rneys.
Capital Litigation Update. You can receive the only state-wide

magazine published exclusively for capitallitigators.
LegalEdge Case Management Software is offering a group rate to
TCDLA members based upon the number of people purchasing. The
compa ny will also personalize the system to include the names,
addresses, telephone numbers, and other biographical information
of every Judge, Court and investigating agency in the State of Texas
for the database. Call Le Ann Horrocks at 1-228-872-8479.

Strike Force. Whenever zealous advocacy results in threats of
contempt against you, the best criminal defense attorneys in
the state will come to your defense.
Directory. You will receive an annual membership directory
organized by county, city and last name.

Lois Law is offering a 10 percent discount to our members.
Call David Cross at 1-800-364-2515 x 2260 or dcross @loislaw.com.

La Quinta is offering a 10 percent discount to all TCDLA members.
Either visit LQ.com and use promotional code TCDLA, or call
800-531-5900 and ask for the discounted rate for the Texas Criminal
Defense Lawyers Association.
Subscription Services Inc. is offering up to a 50 percent discount
off the cover price of nearly every magazine printed for our members.
Call Marilyn at 1-800-289-6247.

Members Only Website. As a member you have access to the
members-only section of the TCDLA website. The membersonly section contains hundreds of motions, a list of expert
witnesses, testimony of expert witnesses, and trial tactics.
Scholarships to TCDLA Seminars. Only TCDLA members can
receive scholarships to TCDLA seminars.
Assistance with Legal Questions. You can e-mail a question to
the TCDLA home office and we will help you get your question
answered through the assistance of more than 2000 crimina l
defense attorneys.
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TIME FLIES
·WHEN

•••

Reflecting back over the last 11 months that we have had the privilege of serving TCDLA it
seems time has zipped past at warp/hyperspace speed. During the last several months TCDLA
and the Criminal Defense Lawyers' Project has trained in excess of 2,700 lawyers in 19 cities
at 31 seminars from Tyler to El Paso and Houston to Lubbock. This amazing feat could not
have been accomplished without the hard work and dedication of our executive director,
Joseph Martinez, and the TCDLA staff, Cynthia Hampton, Karen Mitchell, Dionne \<\Talker,
Phillip Wischkemper, Marisol Whitefield, Jamie Powers, Sarah Trammel, Miriam Herrera,
Melissa Schank and Matthew Deluca. Always standing beside Joseph and volunteering her
blood, sweat and tea rs to help Joseph and TCDLA is the lady who wears the golden crown,
Bertha Martinez.

Daniel W. Hurley

PRESIDENT'S
MESSAGE

Our members, who also have day jobs, have contributed many hours to our educational goal.
Bob Hinton and Rick Hagen, as CDLP chairmen, have done an unbelievable job in planning
and implementing the "Anatomy of the Win" seminars. Ron Goranson has hounded us to
death to become Fellows and Super Fellows of TCDLEI. Ron has collected pledges to LET
of more than $20,000. Randy Wilson has donated hours each week to keep our membership informed through "In the Loop Report." Randy has passed the baton to Bill Harris to
continue this tradition. Martin Lenoir has done a fabulous job as membership chairman
and we have dramatically increased membership due to Martin's hard work. Bill Harris has
done yeoman's work with the lawyers assistance/strike force this yea r comi ng to the aid of
our brothers and sisters who have been attacked for zealous representation of the citizen
accused. Each and every course director for our seminars has devoted countless hours of
preparation for presentations at ou r seminars, to serve our members and criminal defense
lawyers across the state. Our members donated their time and money to present papers
and lectures to keep our members on the cutting edge of current issues. These are just of a
few who I must thank for their time and effort to keep TCDLA moving and pointed in the
right direction.
At the beginning of the year we encouraged our members to continue to debate, argue and
advocate for improvement in our association. vVe welcomed dissent. We encou raged our
members to watch carefully the bills in the 79th Legislature that affected our members and
clients. You have responded to my request. \ •Ve have learned that our members are more
independen t and have stronger opinions than West Texas cotton fa rmers. At times it has
been difficult but I believe this discourse has been beneficial. We need to focus our attention, in the future, in making sure that our members understand the legislative process as it
applies to TCDLA. I am optimistic that we will have had the best legislative session in years
due to the hard work and vigilance of Keith Hampton and Allen Place.
From the Hu rley family to all of you who have given so much of yourselves this year.
Thank You! ill!s
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Mark Your
Calendars for
FREE CLE in the
Summer!
· July 8, 2005
CDLP: Criminal Trial Practice ... Texas Style!
CDR: Mark Daniel
Llano, Texas - Inmans Barbeque
**Hotel Accommodations- 325.247.4111

email

phone extensions

executive director
Joseph Martinez
jmartinez@tcdla.com .................................. .......... 26
director of legal education
Cyn thia Hampton
c hampton@tc d la.com ......................................... 30
controller
Karen Mitchell
kmitchell@tcdla.com ................. ............... ............. 23

July 14-15, 2005
CDLP: Anatomy of the Win
CDR:TBD
New Braunfels, Texas Holiday Inn New Braunfels,
reception Schlitterbahn Water Park
**HOTEL deadline extended to
July 27th- 830.625.8017

communications director
Marisol Whitefield
mwhitefield @tc d la.com ........................................33

July 20-22, 2005

system administrator
Jamie Powers
jpowers@tcdlo.com ............................................... 32

CDLP: Anatomy of the Win Padre Style!
CDR: Bobby Lerma and Sheldon Weisfeld
South Padre Island, Texas - Sheraton, reception
Schlitterbahn Water Park
**HOTEL deadline extended to
July 27th - 956.761.6551

August 12, 2005
CDLP: Rules of Evidence co-sponsored with Austin
Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
CDR: J.W. "Jerry~' Howeth, Terrence Kirk
Austin, Texas - Hyatt Hotel

Please make your hotel reservations today.
Registration forms are available at:
www.tcdla.com
SCHLITIERBAHN TICKETS:
You do not have to attend a seminar to purchase discounted tickets.

program coordinator
Melissa Schank
msc hank@tcdla .c o m .... ...... .................................. 24

a c counting clerk
Matthew Del uco
mdeluca@tcdla .com ... ....................................... .22
accountant
Sarah Trammell
strammell@tcdla.com ............. ............... ............... 25
seminar planning assistant
Miriam Herrero
mherrera@tc d la .com .. .......................................... 29
administrative assistant
Sonya Jackson ......................................................... 0
c apital assistanc e altorney
Philip Wisc hkaemper:
pwisc h@tcdlo.c o m ........... .. ............ ..... 806.7 63.9900

New Braunfels:
Adults: $23.36/Children (3-11): $19.66
South Padre:
Ad ults: 25.60/Children (3-11): $21.20
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A

SPECIAL

THANI(S FROM

TCDLA •••
In April, TCDLA entered into a co-sponsorship with the National College fo r DUI Defense
to hold the 12th Annual Mastering Scientific Evidence In DWI/DUI Cases seminar at the
Wyndham Anatole in Dallas. Special thanks and appreciation to Troy McKinney, board
member ofTCDLA and regent on the NCDD board who served as course director for the
seminar/event, despite his broken foot. Chris Hoover a nd Mimi Coffey also assisted in the
course director duties. Attendance was 205 lawyers. A la rge group of participants attended
the Ranger vs. Red Sox ball ga me. (Ra ngers loss.) The event was a big success. NCDD board
of regents has asked TCDLA to co-sponsor the event again next April.
Special thanks to Philip Wischkaemper, capita l resources lawyer for his work and special
endurance for serving as course director for two back to back CDLP seminars. The first
seminar, El Paso Indigent Defense was held on rvlay 3-4 with outstanding support from
Clara Hernandez, public defender from El Paso. The second seminar, Dallas Indigent Defense, was held on May 5-6 in Dallas with support from Jeannette G reen, public defender
in Dallas. More tha n 110 lawyers attended the El Paso seminar and more tha n ISO lawyers
attended the Dallas seminar.

Joseph A. Martinez

EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR'S
PERSPECTIVE

Huge thanks to Stan Sch neider, past president of the Harris County Criminal Lawyers
Association. Stanley helped facilitate two CDLP sem ina rs in Houston with Harris County
Judges. The first seminar, Indigent Defense Certification for Criminal Cases in District Courts
in Harris Cou nty, was h eld on !v!ay 12-13 - more than 150 lawyers attended . The second,
How To Find the Harris County Criminal Courthouse and What To Do When You Get
There, was held on May 14 - mo re than 60 lawyers attended. Thanks to Danny Easterling,
JoAnn Musick and Marshall Sh elsy, course directors for the J\llay 12- 13 seminar and Judge
Sherman A. Ross and Judge Brock Thom as, course di rec tors for the May 14 seminar. Also
a special thank you to court personnel who participated in the May 14 seminar.
Thanks to Reagan Wynn and Scott Brown, speakers for our May 19 CDLP phone semi nar,
Preparing for Trial: Preservation of Error and Extraneous Offenses. vVe had 69 lawyers
participate. Congratu lations to the Harris County Criminal lawyers Associa tion on their
35th a nniversary. They are the oldest criminal defense association in lexas.
Congratulations to the San Antonio Federal Public Defenders Office who celebrated their
30th anniversary.
I encourage m embers to seek ou t those members who have lapsed and encourage
them to renew their membership. Please let me know what we ca n do to encourage your
efforts.
For a list of upcoming summer vacation CLE seminars, see the listin g on the opposite page.
Please visit our website for m ore detailed information and for registration for ms.
Good verdicts to all! lll!J
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July 8, :ZOOS

December 8·9, :ZOOS

CDLP- TBD
Llano

TCDLA - Topic TBD
Holiday M embership Party
Dallas

July 14·1S, :ZOOS
CDLP - Anatomy of the Win
New Braunfels/Reception at Schlitterbahn

July 20-:Z:Z, :ZOOS
CDLP - Anatomy of the W in
South Padre Island/ Reception at Schlitterbahn

August 1 :Z, :ZOOS
ACDLA & CDLP - Rules of Evidence
Austin

August 18·19, :ZOOS
CDLP - Anatomy of the Win
Odessa

August :ZS, :ZOOS
CDLP - Phone Seminar
2005 Legislative Updat e

August :ZS·:Z6, :ZOOS
TCDLA- DWI
Tyler

September 8·9, :ZOOS

December 10, :ZOOS
TCDLA, CDLP, TCDLEI Board Meet ings
Dallas

January, 2006
TCDLA - Topic TBD
Texas Tech Law School
Tailgate Party and Texas Tech
Men's Basketball Game
Lubbock

February 4·9, 2006
TCDLA President's trip and CLE
Five Day Royal Carribbean Cruise
Aboard Splendour of the Seas Ship
Departs Galveston
Ports of Call: Cozumel and Co sta M aya

March 9·10, 2006
TCDLA - Topic TBD
Houston

CDLP - Nuts & Bolts O ffice of Criminal Law
Houston

March 11, :Z006

September 8·9, :ZOOS

TCDLA, CDLP, TCDLEI Board M eet ings
Houston

TCDLA: Federal Law - Dual Track
New O rleans/TCDLA, CDLP, TCDLE Board M eetings

September :Z:Z-23, :ZOOS
CDLP: 3rd Annual Forensics
Dallas

October 7, 200S
TCDLA- 3rd Annual Top Gun DWI
Houston

March :Z6·31, 2006
CDLP - 3oth Annual Texas Criminal Trial College
Huntsville

April 2006
TCDLA & National College for DUI Defense
- M astering Scientific Evidence
Dallas

October 14·1S, :ZOOS
TCDLA, TCDLEI & The El Paso
Cri ninal Law Group
El Paso Criminal Law Group Seminar
Inn of the M ountain God s Resort and Casino
Ruidoso, New M exico

November 4·S, 200S
TCDLA - Advanced DWI Seminar
Cross-Examination of the A rresting Officer
and Expert: Lecture and Demonstration
Gary Trichter
San Antonio

April 2006
CDLP-Capitai/Mental Health
Dallas

June 15-17, 2006
TCDLA - 19 th Annual Rusty duncan
Advanced Criminal Law Short Course
Annual Membership Party
TCDLA, CDLP, TCDLE Board Meetings
Location TBD
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MAKE WEIGHTr
BLINKING REALITY r

AND
RACIAL DISCRIMINATION

Any lawyer who has ever advanced a Batson claim in a trial court knows the difficulty in
overcoming the "race neutral" explanations offered by the State in support of its use of
the peremptory strike. That burden, whichto this point has often presented a seeming
insurmountable mountain for defense counsel, was softened to some extent by the United
States Supreme Court's Opinion recent opinion in Miller-Elv. Dretke (Dretke is the new
director of TDCJ), 545 U.S. _ _ (2005), No. 03-9659, decided June 13, 2005.

In Miller-El, a capital case p rosecuted by Dallas County in the mid-eighties, a majority
of the Court expressly acknowledged what it termed to be the "rub" of traditional Batson
analysis and the difficulty of reviewing prosecutors' explanations that "reek of afterthought."
Id. Slip opinion 12. The "new" Batson analysis undertaken by the Court there deserves
analysis and should provide at least some aid to defense counsel advancing a claim of racial
discrimination in the use of peremptory challenges.
David Richards

EDITOR'S
COMMENT
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Dallas County prosecutors used peremptory strikes against 10 of 11 qualified black members
ofMiller-EI's jury panel. The subsequent race neutral explanations given for the strikes by
the State were accepted by every reviewing court short of the high court. The trial court
determined the State's explanations were "completely credible [and] sufficient," and the
Texas Court of Criminal appeals affirmed after holding that there was "ample support" in the
record for the race-neutral explanations proffered by the State. Slip opinion 2. The Supreme
Court d isagreed under analysis you may find useful in your next Batson challenge. That
analysis included review of a number of factors and truths delineated in the opinion.
I.

The Court reiterated that prejudices "often exist" against particular
classes in the communi! y which may compromise a defendant's right
to an impartial jury.

2.

The "rub:' according to the Court, is the practical difficulty of ferreting
out discrimination in a jury selection procedure that is designed to
be discretionary by nature.

3.

Batson's individualized focus on explanations proffered in a particular
case came with what the Court stated was a "weakness," in which the
trial court often failed to look "beyond the case at hand:'

4.

The Court found significance in the fact that although there were 20 black members of the 108-person
venire panel, only one served.

5.

The State used their peremptory strikes to exclude 91 percent of black venire members.

6.

Proferred explanations by the State for its use of certain peremptory strikes raised curious questions when
side by side comparisons of non-black members of the panel were examined, and suggested that one
explanation "reeked of afterthought."

7.

The Court found a pattern of historical racial discrimination by noting that a circular given in 1963 (and
circulated until 1976) to Dallas County Prosecutors by superiors in that office outlined the reasons for
excluding minorities from jury service.

8.

A jury shuffle conducted by the State had made "no sense" unless racial considerations were undertaken.

9.

In rejecting the State's explanations, the Court often used terminology previously uncommon to Batson
analysis. Explanations given by prosecutors that appeared pretextual were termed "blankweight," and the
court stated that it "blinks reality" to deny that several jurors were struck for any reason other than their
race.

Copies of the slip opinion in Mil/er-E/ (and any other recent opinion) may be easily obtained at no cost by running a Google
search under the term "United States Supreme Court). A link on the Supreme Court's web site will take you any opinion by
name or date.
As a reminder the Voice is in continued need of quality articles in almost every a rea of criminal law. Please submit proposed
articles either to directly to the Voice or to the articles editor, Robert Pelton. Good luck in trial. ll!!!
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WHAT WILL
THE SuPREMES

Do?
The officer: "Can I search your room?"
The wife: "Of course you can."
The husband (emphatically): "NO!"
Liking the answer of the wife better than that of her husband, the officer proceeds to
search the room and finds drugs. After being indicted, the defendant files his motion to
suppress in the trial court. He alleges a Fourth Amendment violation in that the officer
conducted the search without either a search warrant or the defendant's consent. Should
the trial court grant the motion?

F.R. "Buck" Files, Jr.

FEDERAL
CORNER

At its simplest, this is the issue in Ge01gia v. Randolph, _ S.Ct. _ , 2005 WL 319935
(2005) (order granting cer tiorari) which the Supreme Court will answer for us. This issue
comes out of the prosecution of the defendant in a state court in Georgia.
Scott Randolph and his wife were not a happily married couple. In May, 2001, she
had taken their son and most of her clothing and gone to live with her parents in Canada.
Rando lph had continued to reside in their home in Sumter County, Georgia. In July, Mrs.
Randolph and their son came back home and the arguments continued. Two days later,
Mrs. Randolph called law enforcement officers and reported a domestic disturbance. Vlhen
officers came to their home, she told them that her husband had taken their child away.
She also accused him of using large amounts of cocaine. A few moments later, Randolph
returned to the home without the child and then explained to the officers that he had taken
their son to a neighbor's home because he feared that his wife was going to take him out
of the country again. He also told the officers that his wife had been inebriated and was
an alcoholic. One of the officers accompanied Mrs. Randolph to their neighbor's home to
retrieve the child.
After they returned to the residence, one of the officers inquired of Randolph about
his wife's accusations concerning his use of cocaine and asked for consent to search the
residence. Mr. Randolph responded unequivocally: "No." Mrs. Randolph, however, gave
her consent and took one of the officers to an upstairs bedroom where he noticed a "piece
of cut straw" on top of a dresser in the room. The officer observed a white residue on the
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straw which he believed to be cocaine. He also concluded that
the straw had been used for ingesting cocaine. The officer then
collected the evidence and called the district attorney's office.
He was instructed to stop the search and obtain a warrant.
Mrs. Randolph then informed the officer that she no longer
consented to a search of the house.
After a warrant was obtained, numerous drug-related items
were seized. Eventually, an indictment was returned against
Randolph charging him with possession of cocaine. Randolph
filed a motion in the trial court to suppress all of the evidence
seized at his home. The motion was denied. Under Georgia
law, Randolph was entitled an interlocutory appeal. The Georgia
Court of Appeals held that the police officers lacked authority
to search the marital residence even though the wife had consented to the search because her husband unequivocally declined
to grant officers consent to search the residence. Ra11dolph v.
State, 590 S.E.2d 834 (Ga.App. 2004). The State then appealed
to the Supreme Court of Georgia which affirmed the judgment
of the Court of Appeals. State v. Ra11dolph, 604 S.E.2d 835 (Ga.
2004).
Justice Benham authored the opinion of the State Court:
We granted the State's petition for a writ of certiorari to
decide whether an occupant may give valid consent to
search common areas of a premises shared by another
occupant who is present and objects to the search. Inasmuch as we are faced with a situation in which two
persons have equal use and control of the premises to
be searched, we conclude the consent to conduct a warrantless search of a residence given by one occupant is
not valid in the face of the refusal of another occupant
who is physically present at the scene to permit a warrantless search. Accordingly, we affirm the judgment of
the Court of Appeals.
The Fourth Amendment [to the U.S. Constitution]
generally prohibits the warrantless entry of a person's
home, whether to make an arrest or to search for
specific objects. [Cits.) The prohibition does not apply,
however, to situations in which voluntary consent
has been obtained, either from the individual whose
property is searched, [cit.], or from a third party who
possesses common authority over the premises, see
United States v. Matlock, [415 U.S. 164,)171 [94 S.Ct.
988,39 L.Ed.2d 242 (1974)].

lllinois v. Rodriguez, 497 U.S. 177, 181, 110 S.Ct. 2793,
111 L.Ed.2d 148 (1990). In United States v. Matlock,
supra, 415 U.S. at 170, 94 S.Ct. 988, the U.S. Supreme
Court noted a clear indication in case law that 'the
consent of one who possesses common authority
over premises or effects is valid as against the absent,
nonconsenting person with whom that authority is
shared.' Both this Court and the Court of Appeals of
Georgia have rejected legal challenges to warrantless

searches conducted with the consent of a person
who shared with the defendant common control and
authority over the area searched. See, e.g., Presnell v.
State, 274 Ga. 246(8), 551 S.E.2d 723 (2001); Smith
v. State, 264 Ga. 87(2), 441 S.E.2d 241 {1994); Walsh
v. State, 236 Ga.App. 558(2), 512 S.E.2d 408 (1999);
Valenzuela v. State, 157 Ga.App. 247{ 1), 277 S.E.2d
56 (1981). The basis for the decisions in these cases
was the recognition that 'any of the co-inhabitants
has the right to permit the inspection in his own right
and that the others have assumed the risk that one of
their number might permit the common area to be
searched.' United States v. Matlock, supra, 415 U.S. at
171, n. 7, 94 S.Ct. 988.
In neither Matlock nor any of the Georgia cases cited
above, however, were law enforcement officers faced
with the physical presence of joint occupants, with
one consenting to the search and the other objecting.
While one co-inhabitant may have assumed the risk
that a second co-inhabitant will consent to a search of
common areas in the absence of the first co-inhabitant
(U11ited States v. Matlock, supra, 415 U.S. at 170, 94
S.Ct. 988), the risk assumed by joint occupancy goes
no further--the risk 'is merely an inability to control
access to the premises during one's absence.' 3 LaFave,
Search a11d Seizure, § 8.3(d), p. 731 {3rd ed.1996).
See also In the Matter of the Welfare of D.A.G., 484
N.W.2d 787,789 (Minn.l992). While a co-inhabitant
has authority to consent to a search of joint premises,
'a present, objecting party should not have his
constitutional rights ignored ... [due to a) property
interest shared with another.' Silva v. State, 344 So.2d
559,562 (Fia.l977). '"'e agree with the Supreme Court
of Washington, which concluded in State v. Leach, 113
Wash.2d 735, 744, 782 P.2d 1035, I 040 (Wash. 1989):
Where the police have obtained consent to search
from an individual possessing, at best, equal control
over the premises, that consent remains valid against
a cohabitant, who also possesses equal control, only
while the cohabitant is absent. However, should the
cohabitant be present and able to object, the police
must also obtain the cohabitant's consent. Any other
rule exalts expediency over an individual's Fourth
Amendment guaranties.
Accordingly, we affirm the judgment of the Court
of Appeals which reversed the trial court's denial of
Randolph's motion to suppress.
The State of Georgia petitioned for a writ of certiorari which
the Supreme Court granted onApril18, 2005. Stand by for that
decision.!l!!l
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS
from the
79th Regular
Legislative Session
By
Keith 5. Hampton & Allen Place

The reference at the end of each SllllllllaiJ is to the billmtmber (HB or SB). You can get the bill in its wtirety by going to http://www.
capitol.state.tx.us/ and typing the billllwnber. There were 228 bills relating to criminal law and procedure that were referred to the
House Criminal Jurisprudence Committee; 61 bills to the House Corrections Committee, and 97 to the House Committee on Law
Enforcement. In the Senate, 124 bills were referred to the Senate Criminal Justice Committee and 71 to the Senate Jurisprudence
Committee. The Legislature passed 4,6 15 bills and resolutions.

Uncounseled Misdemeanor Plea Rackets -Vetoed
No court may "direct or e11cournge the defetldant to COIIllllllllicnte with the attomey for the state" unless the court advises
the defendant of the right to counsel and the procedure for obtaining counsel and the defendant has been given a reasonable
opportunity to obtain counsel.

"If the defendant has requested appointed counsel, the court may not direct or encourage the defendant to communicate" with
the prosecution.
No prosecutormay"initiate or encourage an attempt to obtain from an unrepresented defenda nt a waiver of the right to cou nsel;'
or even "communicate with a defendant who has requested the appointment of counsel." (H I33152)

Expunctions
\>\'hen the order of exp uncti on is final: (1) the release, maintenance, dissemination, or use of the expunged
records and files for any purpose [othet than ,, pmpose deso ibed by Section 41l.OB3(<t) 0 1 (b)(l ), (2) , 01
(3), Gover nment Code,] is prohibited; (2) except as provided in Subdivision (3) [:}] of this article, the person
arrested may deny the occurrence of the arrest and the existence of the expunction order; and (3) the person
arrested or any other person, when questioned under oath in a criminal proceeding about an arrest for which
the records have been expunged, may state only that the matter in question has been expunged.
The Department of Public Safety of the State of Texas shall as soon as practicable take action as necessary to
ensure compliance with Subdivision (1), Article 55.03, Code of Criminal Procedure, as amended by this Act,
including the destruction of information that has been maintained by the department solely to enable the
department to comply with Subdivision ( I), Ar ticle 55.03, Code of Criminal Procedure, as that law existed
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immediately before the effective date of this
Act.
(SB 166) Effective Immediately.
Service for expunction petitions can be done via email. (HB
413)
Drivers falsely arrested for driving while license is invalid due
to erro neous record-keeping a re entitled to a free ex parte
expunction of the arrest. (HB 3093)

Search and Seizure
Consent Searches of Vehicles. A peace officer who stops a
motor vehicle cannot search the vehicle unless he has "probable
cau se or another legal basis for the search;' it is a vehicle frisk
for weapons, he obtains written consent, or obtains oral consent
that is recorded by video or audio. (SB 1195) Vetoed.
Arrests outside Jurisdiction. A municipal peace officer can
arrest for offenses in his presence or view but only within the
cou nt)' in which his city is located. (HB915). Vetoed.
A judge of competent jurisdiction can issue a wiretap order
only if the prosecutor applying for the order shows probable
cause to believe that the interception will provide evidence of
the commission of murder or capital murder. (SB 1461 ).

presumed to be "traveling" under the unlawful carrying of a
weapon statute if the person is: (I) in a private motor vehicle;
(2) not otherwise engaged in criminal activity, other than a
Class C misdem eanor that is a violation of a law or ordinance
regulating traffic; {3) not otherwise prohibited by law from
possessing a firea rm; and (4) n ot a member of a crim inal street
gang, as defined by Section 71.01. (H B 823).
Hindering Arrest of Kids and Probation Violators. A p erson
may be prosecuted for h inderi ng the arrest of a person against
whom any warrant or capias is issued (tl1is includes juveniles
wanted for misdemeanor offenses a nd probation violators).
(HB 2104).
Internet Solicitation of Minors. An adu lt commits state jail
felony offense of "online solicitation of a minor" if with the
intent to arouse or gratify the sexual desire of any person,
intentionally communicates over the Internet or by email with
a minor in a "sexually explicit" manner. "Fantasy" is no defense.
It is a defense that the two are married or that the actor was
not more than three years older than the m inor and the minor
consented to the conduct. Second-degree if the minor is less
than 14 years old and the actor believed the minor to be less
than 14years old. (HB 2228).
Insurance fraud and money launderi ng statutes were clarified.
(HB 3376).

Probation Reform and Punishment
Houston Bad Check Warrants. In counties with 2 million or
more, the DA m ust approve the complaint or affidavit before
a judge or justice can issue a warran t for bad checks. (HB
2885).

• Credi t for time spent in jail as a condition, or time spent in
a court-ordered program or facility, is mandatory. (HB2 193)
Vetoed.

New Offenses and Defenses

• Maximum probation terms for th ird-degree felonies is 5 years.
{HB2193) Vetoed.

Meth Lab Explosions. Arson is a second degree offense if the
person recklessly starts a fire o r causes an explosion while
manufacturing or attempting to manufacture a contro lled
substa nce and the fire or explosion damages any building,
habitation, o r vehicle (i.e., meth lab explosions). If in a
habitation or place of assembly or worship, or if bodily injury
or death occurs, then it is enhanced. (HB 1634).
Credit Ca rd Possession. Credit card abuse if a person who is
not the cardholder nonconsensually possesses it with intent to
use it. (HR 1323).
Grave Abuse. A person who knowingly"vandalizes, damages,
or treats in an offensive manner the sp ace in which a h uman
corpse has been interred or otherwise perma nently la id to rest"
comm its a misdemeanor abuse of corpse offense - so long as
done "without legal authority." {Hl31012).

• Juries can give probation to state jail felons (excep t for drug
offenders who get automatic probation).(HB 1759)
• Com munity se rvice is op tio na l and no longer required.
(HB2193) Vetoed.
• The judge is required to review the defendant's case for the
p urpose of considering termination of community supervision
after a d efendant has completed one-half of the original
community supervision period and is not delinquent in his fees
or failed to complete an ordered program. (HB2193) Vetoed.
• Prohibits a judge from refusing to term inate a period of
community supervision solely on the ground that the defendant
is indigent and unable to pay required restitution, fines, costs,
o r fees. (HI32193) Vetoed.

"Traveling'' and Unlawful Carrying of Weapons. A person is
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• Judges must have "good cause" to extend periods of probation.
(HB2193) vetoed
• Those who get deferred for a drug offense and complete
a drug court program get orders of nondisclosure upon
request.(HB2193) vetoed
• Defendant must serve 72 continuous hours as condition of
DWI. (HB 157).
Judges can impose 180 days on state jail felons in the county
jail as a condition of probation. (HB1759)
At the request of the prosecuting attorney, the court may
authorize the prosecuting attorney to prosecute a state jail felony
as a Class A misdemeanor, and the conviction is no longer
considered a felony, but a misdemeanor. (HI32296)
A trial court can order a punishment-only retrial where a
mistrial occurred at the punishment phase. (HB3265)
Judge can stack sentences for multiple counts of intoxication
assault, improper photography or visual recording, or possession
or promotion of child pornography. (HB904)
Defense attorney is entitled to at 48 hours before sentencing to
review presentence reports. (HB550).

Discovery & Notice
Discovery statute made mandatory:
Upon motion of the defendant showing
good cause therefor and upon notice to the
other parties, the court in which an action is
pending shall [may] order the State before
or during trial of a criminal action therein
pending or on trial to produce and permit
the inspection and copying or photographing
by or on behalf of the defendant of any
designated documents, papers, written
statem ent of the defendant, (except written
statements of witnesses and except the work
product of counsel in the case and their
investigators and their notes or report),
books, accounts, letters, photographs, objects
or tangible things not privileged, which
constitute or contain evidence material to any
matter involved in the action and which are
in the possession, custody or control of the
State or any of its agencies. The order shall
specify the time, place and manner of making
the inspection and taking the copies and
photographs of any of the aforementioned
documents or tangible evidence; provided,
however, that th e rights herein granted
16 VOICE FOR THE DEFENSE
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shall not extend to written communications
between the State or any of its agents or
representatives or employees. Nothing in
this Act shall authorize the removal of such
evidence from the possession of the State,
and any inspection shall be in the presence
of a representative of the State.

(HB 969)
The State can take depositions under Art. 39.01 in the same
manner as the defense. (HB 975)
The State is entitled to notice of bond reductions for 3g and
sex offenses. (SB 56)
On the request of the defense attorney, a mental health facility
or a residential care facility shall provide to the attorney copies
of the facility's records regarding the defendant. (SB 679)

Assault and Protective Orders
An assault can be enhanced if it was committed against a
member of the defendant's family, household, or person with
which the defendant has a dating relationship if it is established
during the trial that the actor had been previously convicted
of an assaultive offense against a person within one of those
categories. (SB91)
Protective order periods are extended to 91 days if the assault
involves use or exhibition of a deadly weapon. A protective order
for an assault without a deadly weapon would remain in effect
for up to the 61st day but not less than 31 days after the date
of issuance. After notice and a hearing, the issuing court may
modify all parts of an order if it is unworkable, a modification
won't put the alleged victim at greater risk than did the original
order, and no one would be endangered. (SB 1275) .

Capital Issues
Life without parole is the alternative to death in capital cases.
(SB 60)
The defense has the same notice rights in capital cases as in all
other cases regarding extraneous offenses. (SB1507).
The Court of Criminal Appeals shall reform death sentences
to life upon a finding of legal insufficiency to support a special
issue. (New Article 44.2511) (SB680)
The Court of Criminal Appeals shall reform death sentences to
life upon motion of the State where the Court finds reversible
error that affects the punishment stage of the trial other than a

finding of insufficient evidence. (SB680)

If the court of criminal appeals finds reversible error that affects
the punishment stage o f the trial o nly and the prosecuting
attorney d oes not file a motion for reformation of sentence, the
defendant shall receive a new sentencing trial only. (SB680)

DWJ Felons can forfeit their vehicles. (HB2275).

Insanity Procedures
Disinterested experts appointed by court must have minimum
qualifications. (SB 837)
Expert m ay not examine a defendant for insanity who is
incompetent to stand trial. (SB 837)

An attorney appointed as lead counsel under Art. 11.071 §2
must not have been fou nd by a federal or state court to have
rendered ineffective assistance of counsel during the trial o r
appeal of any capital case. (SB680)

20-day notice required to raise insanity defense. (SB 837)

Lead trial or appellate counsel in death penalty cases must have
not been found by a federal or state court to have rendered
ineffective assistance of counsel during the trial or ~ppeal of
any capital case. (SB680)

The parties may, with the consent of the judge, agree to have
the judge determine the issue of the defendant's sanity on the
basis of introduced or stipulated competent evidence, or both.
(SB 837)

The death certificates of executed inmates shall no longer be
classified as homicides; instead it shall read as "death caused by
judicially ordered execution." (HB93)

The parties may, with the consent of the judge, agree to both
dismissal of the indictment or information on the ground that
the defendant was insane, and ent ry of a judgment of dismissal
due to the defendant's insanity (which has the same effect as a
judgment stating that the defendant has been found not guilty
by reason of insanity). (SB 837)

It is now a capital offense for a person to murder anyljudge "in

retaliation for or on account of the service or status of the other
person as a judge or justice of the supreme court, the court of
criminal appeals, a court of appeals, a district court, a criminal
district court, a constitutional county court, a statutory county
court, a justice court, or a municipal court." (SB1791).

Intoxication Offense Issues

The acquitted person has the right to appeal the determination
that she committed the offense or a finding that the offense
caused serious bodily injury. The acquitted person may appeal
orders of confinement, inpatient care, refusals to discharge and
revocations of o utpatient care, and the prosecution can appeal
o rders of outpatient care or orders of discharge of an acquitted
person. (SB 837)

Intoxication offenses can be enhanced despite the last conviction
being more than ten years ago. (HBSl).

Victims are entitled to notice of release of persons acquitted by
reason of insanity. (HB291)

"DWJ with a child in a car" can be used for enhancement
purposes. (HBSl).
An interlock is required for those who blow a .1 5 or more.
(HB 51).
Defendant must serve 72 continuous hours as condition of
DWI. (HB 157).
Showing a fake ID is a class A misdemeanor, unless the actor is
a minor trying to get an alcoholic beverage (then it's a class C
he can't be prosecuted for a class A). (HB699).
A minor's failure to show proof that he attended an alcohol
awareness program approved by the Texas Comm ission on
Alcohol and Drug Abuse within the prescribed period results
in one-year license suspension if previously convicted of an
alcohol-related offense. (HB1357)
Furnishing alcoholic beverage to minor results in 180-day
license suspension. (H B1357)

Incompetency to Stand Trial
On the request of the defense attorney, "a mental health facility
or a residential ca re facility shall p rovide to the defendant
or the attorney copies of the facility's records regarding the
defendant." (SB679)
The court may order only one commitment and one extension,
after which the d efendant must be civilly committed (extended
commitment provisions). The court is authorized to proceed
with civil commitment proceedings even if the charges have
been d ismissed. (SB679)
If the parties agree, videoconferencing is authorized between a
court and a hospital for a defendant who has been committed,
and includes a provision for privatevideoconferencing between
the defendant and the defense attorney. (SB679)
A defendant who has been committed must to be returned to the
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committing court as soon as practicable after the 15th day after
receiving the report from the head of the facility regarding the
defendant's ability to attain competency or within 72 hours of
a hearing regarding the determination of competency following
the report if either party objects to the findings of the report.
However, the defendant can remain in the hospital to await a
competency hearing until 72 hours prior to the hearing, thereby
reducing time spent waiting in jail. (SB679)
The court may allow experts to substitute their report for the
required testimony.
(SB 679)

Boards is lowered from II 0,000 to 50,000. (Sll 624)
A lawyer who writes bail under the attorney exemption must be
the defendant's attorney of record and can be subject to Board
sanction for violations of the Code. (SB 624)

Guns
The term "convicted" is redefined for purposes of carrying
a concealed handgun so that people who had deferred
adjudications more than 10 years ago can get a concealedhandgun license. (HI31831)

Sex Offenses
Prosecutors can carry guns into the courthouse. (HB211).
Sexual assault victims arc entitled to forensic exams within 96
hours of alleged assault. (HB544).
Photo documentation is required for child victims in counties
with 3 million or more. (HB546).

The sex offender registration form "must contain a statement
and description of any registration duties the person has or may
have" under chapter 62. (HB2036).
lvlajor clarification of the sex offender registration article.
(HB867) .

Keith Hampton
Keith S. Hampton has been in private practice in Austin,
Texas since 1990, and is board certified in criminal law. After
graduating from St. Mary's University School of law, in 1989,
he worked as a Briefing Attorney for the Honorable Judge Sam
Houston Clinton. Keith is a frequent speaker for TCDLA, has
authored many scholarly publications, and currently serves
as the association's lobbyist and legislative chair. He is also a
Fellow of the Texas Bar Foundation, a charter member of the
Austin Criminal Defense Lawyers Association, and a member
of the Pro llano College of the State Bar.

Allen Place, ]r.

Forfeiture
Vehicles used in a 4'h DWI can be forfeited. (HB2275).
Vehicles used in the commission of a sexual performance by
a child, or criminal solicitation of a minor can be forfeited.
(HB840).

Bail, Writs and Inmates
Inmates forfeit good conduct time for "frivolous" writ
applications, i.e. applications " brought for the purpose of
abusing judicial resources." ( HB681).
A judge may deny bond to a person who was "being detained
for a violation of the conditions of a previous release related to
the safety of a victim of the alleged offense or to the safety of
the community" under Article 17.151. (SB599). This Act will
be constitutional if voters approve a constitutional amendment
to Article I, Sec. II of the Texas Constitution on November 8th
of this year (SJR 17).
The population level at which counties must form Bail Bond
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Allen has been a practicing attorney in central Texas for 26 years
with a focus on parole law for the last decade. He served in the
Texas Legislature during the 1990s and chaired the Committee
on Criminal Jurispurdence while authoring the Penal Code
rewrite of 1993. Currently, Allen is a lobbyist for TCDLA.
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Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association 2005 Federal Law Fall Conference
September 8 & 9, 2005 •

Michael Charlton
Taos. New Mexico

13.0 CLE Hours Including 1.0 Ethics

Seminar Location: Hotel Monteleone
214 Rue Royal Street. New Orleans, Louisiana , 70130 • 504.523.3341
Moil regis tration to: 1707 Nueces Street. Austin, Texas 78701 . or fox to: 512.469.05 12
Questions? Email mschank@tcdla.com or call 512.478.25 14

John Convery
San Antonio, Texas

Registration b egins at 7:30 a.m. The Federal Law seminar, for the first time, is a two
t rack seminar structured to address the needs of all
Texas Practitioners, the seminar is a two track program with the overarching theme of defending the
citizen accused in the /\ge of Terrorism. For Texas
lawyers who don't find themselves in Federal Court
on a daily basis. there are programs on bail issues.
substantive federal crimes. representing defendants
in multiple defendant conspiracies, plea bargaining,
discovery, and the immigration consequences of a
conviction. For those lawyers whose practice is principally in the federal courts. there are programs on
representing the lawyer in federal court. the federal
death penalty. Sec. 2255 challenges to sentencing in
light of Booker and Fan-Fan, presenting a defense in
a complex federal t rial. There vtill be sessions for all
to attend: Gerry Goldstein on Search and Seizure,
Barbara Bergman o f the University of New Mexico
on [vidence, Stephen Wax of Portland Oregon who
represented Brandon Mayfield, the lawyer accused of
involvement in the Madrid AI Qaeda bombing and
others. Speakers from all over Texas and the country
will present. The seminar· will be at the Hotel Monteleone in the heart of the French Quarter:

Attendee Name: _______________________ Bar Number: ____________
Street Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ C ity: _ _ _ _ __

:Yo~

A
block has been reserved at the Hotel
Monteleone, 214 Royal Street. New Orleans,
Louisiana. 70130-2201. Accommodations
ore $ 11 9 per nig ht. single or d ouble occupancy; $144 triple: $169 quod. Please call
504.523.334 1or 800.217.2033 for reservations.
Space is limited. Please make reservations
by August 8, 2005 to guarantee the special
rote and availability and please mention the
TCDLA room block.

E-mail: ____________ ______________

Slate: _ _ __ Zip: _ _ _ _ __

Fax: __________ _____________ _

Phone: _________________
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The Harris County Grand Jury and
Institutional Racism?
60 Years after Smith v. Texas
by Larry Karson

Smith v. Texas, 311 U.S. 128 (1940) though upholding the Texas' key-man system of jury selection as being capable of being
utilized without racial discrimination also warned that limiting grand juries to personal acquaintances could be considered
unconstitutional. Sixty years later, that admonishment seems to have been lost on the courts of Harris County, Texas.

Recognizing the power of the grand jury both to investigate and indict members of the community, controlling the selection of
its members has always been crucial to those in positions of authority. From its reputed original creation in England by King
Henry II to the modern utilization of the key-man system for selecting grand jurors in states such as Texas, the grand juries "handpicked members almost always came from the settled, relatively affluent, 'respectable' segments of the community" (Frankel &
Naftalis 1977, p. 34). Many states had property requirements that specifying that candidates had to be landholders for they were
assumed to be from the "respectable" portion of the populace and to have a stake in the established system of government (Clark
1975, pp. 15- 16).
As the new nation expanded westward , the grand jury system followed with some states continuing to have formal property
requirements for ser vice. Eventually property requirements would be eliminated but an info rmal definition of property would
come into play. The selecting officials might be the clerk of court or the judges of election, but whoever chose, they were also
part of or proper tied in the political and criminal system which, historically, have been one and the same. The concept of being
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propertied in the system means to have the power to create the
laws, to decide who will be defined as the law breaker, to have
the ability to use the law to support one's own interests o r to
be able to have the law serve the interests of the "ruling class;'
h owever one may choose to define it (Adler, Muellar & Laufer
2003, pp. 190-2 10). Social power was reta ined through the
political p ower process (Mann 1986, p. 27). The law, for all
intents and purposes, is their property.
Many states, including Texas, would come to select their grand
jurors by the usc of individuals called jury commissioners,
responsible for identifying candidates for service on the grand
and, in so me cases, petit juries (Fukurai 200 I, n35). Unlike the
generally random process for the selection of petit juries "from
the earliest days ... in keeping with a frank and fa irly open
tendency toward elitism, grand jurors were selected by means
guaranteed to produce partially" (Frankel & Naftalis 1977, p. 34).
Even the Supreme Court noted that the system is susceptible to
abuse (Hema11dez v. Texas, 347 U.S. 479, (1954)).
Current 'Iexas law allows the use of either method of grand jury
selection, random or key-man, at the discretion of the court.
Ha rris County con sistently chooses the key-man system. The
potential problem s associated with a key-man approach to
grand juror selection include:

Gateway Control: The System of Indictment
The individuals who select the grand jury select justice or, at a
minimum, its interpretation. If a district attorney, an individual
judge or a small faction of the community holds the power to
indict or to not indict their fellow citizens, they have the ability
to control the justice system's impact on their community.
Whether the Klan was preventing the indictment of murdering
racists during the Civil Rights movement in Mississippi in
the 60s or rebels indicting British soldiers for murder during
the Revolutiona ry War, control of the gra nd jury effectively
cont rols justice.

Disenfranchisement and Discrimination
The key-man system, because of abuse, has assisted in th e
disenfranchisement of women and minorities by histo rically
discrimina ting against them in the selection process (Fukurai
2001, Ha mel 1998, Coffey & Norman 1978) . Progress in
effectively addressi ng discrimination has been realized,
especially since the Civil Rights movement, yet recent public
discourse has raided the issues of loss or retrenchment of rights
achieved by various minorities in the last 50 years (New York
Times 2004).

Impact ofccSystem-Propertied,, Persons
Besides the effect on gateway control and th e potential for
discrimina tory abuse, propertied persons, by virtue of their
grand jury nominations, can have an undue influence on the
justice system and how it is perceived. When those who arc
propertied in the justice system serve as jury commissioners

or jurors, the potential exists for associates of the police to fail
to investigate or indict their peers. The conflict is considered
so evident that numerous communities have attempted to
establish civilian review boards for the investigation of police
misconduct in an attempt to maintain public confidence in the
police (Bennett & Hess 2004, p. 369).
This perceived failure of the justice system also allows citizens
to rationalize relinquishing responsibilities to the comm unity
and forfeiting th eir responsibilities to the social contract. The
loss of fairness and trust can lead to a moral corruption that
destroys the very fabric of society (Bok 1990).

The Selection of Grand Jury Commissioners
In Harris County, Texas, where the city of Houston is located,
the district court impanels five grand juries every three month
session for a total of 20 grand juries a year. Every year these
grand jurors issue approximately 90,000 true bills of indictment
(Brooks, personal communication).• To select those 20 grand
juries, the district court judges appoint 60 to 100 individual
jury comm issioners.
In attempting to determine how key-men arc selected in Harris
County, the names of the grand juqr commissioners who served
during the years 2002 and 2003 were obtained from the Harris
County District Court Clerk. Utilizing Internet databases and
personal interviews, individual grand jury commissioners were
categorized by occupation and/or personal relationships.
The determ ination of the number of Hispanic commissioners,
juror candidates and grand jurors was based on a compa rison
of all identified names against the 1980 Census List of Spanish
Surnames.

Discussion
The key to justice in Harris County is, in part, who and how
those commissioners arc chosen. T he choice to "protect the
innocent and indict those towards whom evidence leads"
(Constitutional Rights, 2000, p. 20) starts with the selection
of those commissioners. If a commissioner selects candidates
for the grand jury from their own personal acquaintances, the
Supreme Court, if not the 'Iexas Court of Appeals, h as recognized
that "discrimination can arise from commissioners who know
no [minorities] as well as from commissioners who know but
eliminate them" (Smith v. Texas, 311 U.S. 128, (1940)).

Gateway Control: The System of Indictment
Fully one half of the gra nd jury commissioners were identified
as being propertied in the crim inal justice system. T hese
individuals had the p oten tial of in fl uenci ng a n otherwise secret
grand jury to have a police or law enforcement persp ective which
could easily influen ce the determination of ind ictments instead
of a community perspective by their recommendations. Further
examples of gateway con trol of the process will be discussed.
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Discrimination and Disenfranchisement
In Texas, and Harris County in particular, the key-man system
has historically allowed for extensive discrimination (Smith v.
Texas, 311 U.S. 128, (1940)) and has prevented Hispanics and
numerous other qualified citizens from having the opportunity
to participate in the justice system, as is their right.
Harris County, with a population of more than 3.4 million,
is approximately onethird Hispanic and approximately 21.2
percent of the adult citizens are Hispanic. A review ofthe grand
jurors actually nominated for grand jury duty in Harris County
from January 2001 to December 2003 revealed the following:
Out of 40 grand jury candidates lists supplied
by the court clerk, 32 identified the selected
grand jurors and alternates. Out of the entire
40 candidate lists of 836 potential jurors,
98 were Hispanic surnamed, equaling 11.7
percent of the list.
Out of the identified grand jurors (384
individuals from 32 lists), 34 jurors were
Hispanic surnamed, equaling 8.85 percent
of the total identified jurors.
\\fhen looking at the alternate grand jurors
(those individuals who are grand jurors
in name only unless one of the primary
jurors has an untimely death), 11 Hispanic
surnames were found among 64 alternates,
equaling 17.1 percent, almost double the
actual grand juror percentage.
No forepersons were identified as Hispanics
out of the 32 jury li sts. Five assistant
forepersons, a position of no import except
in the absence of the foreperson, were
identified, eq ualing 15.6 percent of the
assistant positions.
Hispanics represent more than 21 percent of the eligible
population but were nominated at half that rate and those who
actually served were even less 8.85 percent. When the district
judges decided which of the nominated candidates were actually
to serve, they failed to select any Hispanics from the sampled
lists to act as foreperson and they appointed Hispanics to the
alternate (non-voting) lists at twice the rate that they appointed
them to the actual grand jury. In simple terms, the court system
is presenting a front that, in theory, showed the active and full
participation of the local Hispanic community in the grand jury
but, in reality, that participation was in name only.
The February, 2002 term of the 208th District Court personified
this. The List of Prospective Grand Jurors shows 20 individuals
nominated, none Hispanic. Yet at the bottom of the list two
other names were added in what appears to be a different type of
penmanship and ink. Both of those names are Hispanic. Those
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two names are then identified as being appointed as alternates.
One of those individuals served as a district criminal court
bailiff - a law enforcement position. The voting members
were all non-Hispanic but, when the list, with alternates, is
looked at statistically, 14 percent of the grand jurors would be
identified as Hispanic.
The federal courts, in numerous decisions (Jefferson v. J\!I01gan,
962 F.2d 1185, 1188 6th Cir., (1992); Vasquez v. Hille1y, 474
U.S. 254, 266, (1986); Duren 1'. lviissouri, 439 U.S. 357, 364,
( 1979); Castaneda 1'. Partida, 430 U.S. 482,492-93, (1977)), have
recognized the potential discriminatory aspects of the selection
of the grand jury venire and, in particular, the potential abuse
of the key-man system. Yet, for the sake of expediency, the
Harris County district courts have continued to use the keyman system and have systematically discriminated against the
Hispanic population by limiting their participation in the grand
jury process. This effectively prevents an impartial jury (Holland
v. Illinois, 493 U.S. at 474, 480, (1990)) by not allowing a fair
cross-section of the populace to be considered for service. This
bias, previously identified as New Institutionalism, a distinct
form of institutional racism, is created by the court following
standardized routines that perpetuate discrimination even
though those participating believe that they have no intention
of doing so (Haney Lopez 2000).

On the Issue of Being Propertied
Our review of the grand jury system in Harris Co unty,
Texas provides evidence that the local judicial system has
successfully compromised the historic intent of the gra nd jury
by consciously and consistently appointing jury commissioners
who are actually propertied in the justice system itself: attorneys,
court officers, probation officials, and law enforcement officers.
These commissioners have perpetuated a grand jury system that
fails to represent an appropriate cross section of the community
it supposedly embodies. A review of the records for the grand
jury commissioners for the yea rs 2002 and 2003 reveal that
out of 129 individuals who served as commissioner, fully one
half are propertied in the justice system. These 66 persons, all
of whose income and expected primary social interaction are
derived from the justice S}'Stem, choose the individuals who
would ultimately have the power of indictment over the 3.4
million people of Harris County. Information on those 66
persons revealed the following:
24 commissioners are, or were, employees of
the court system of Harris County to include
court reporters, coordinators, administrative
assistants, etc. Three employees served twice
during the reporting period.
14 are attorneys with at least two being former
prosecutors. One of those had been with the
local district attorneys office responsible for
presenting cases to the grand jury. One of the
14 attorneys is also a judge on the Court of
Appeals responsible for reviewing appeals from
the very district court judge that she nominated

candidates for.
11 are, or were, employees of the Harris
County Community Supervision & Corrections
Department. These county probation personnel
are responsible for the apprehension and arrest
of probation violators while also providing
other services to the district court.
6 commissioners were current or retired law
enforcement officers, of whom 2 serve th e
district courts as bailiffs and I as criminal
process server. A 7th individual is the wife o f a
senior officer. At least one of the above officers
served as a jury commissioner twice.
2 are bail bondsmen, responsible for guaranteeing
the bond of suspects released pending trial
(quite probably for the same individuals
that their nominated grand jurors eventually
indicted). A 3rd individual is the wife of a bail
bondsman who served twice in the reporting
period.
4 hold or held executive positions in county
or area governmental or semi-governmental
agencies such as the Metropolitan Trans it
Authority (the local Houston transit agency
with its own police force) and the Houston City
Council.
1 is a former executive of the Harris County
Youth & Family Services Division, whose duties
include determining the injuries to suspected
victims of child abuse.
2 individuals are investigato rs, one being
approved as a civil process server.
Agai n, more than one half of these Harris County grand jury
commissioners a re directly connected, i.e. "propertied," to the
criminal justice system.

The Special Case of Police
In Harris County, besides testifyi ng in front of the gra nd jury,
police officers regularly serve on the grand jury, and in at least
one kno wn case, while the grand jury was investiga tin g her
peers. O ne of the grand juries investigating the actions of the
Houston Police Department and its crime laborato ry included
an officer of the department (May term, 2003 of th e 228th
District Court).
In the August 2002 term of the I 76th District Court, all three
jury commissio ners were e mployees of the Co mmunity
Supervision and Corrections Department. For all practical
purposes the county probation department determined the
grand jury for th e I 76th Distri ct Court. That grand jury
included a coo rdinator for the Children's Assessment Center

- the organization responsible for assisting juvenile victims
of sexual abuse, a nd a former Houston Police Department
lieutenant who is now, reportedly, a captain with the Texas
Department of Corrections.

Conclusions
Our analysis suggests the existence of minority discrimination
and disenfranchisement due to the continued use of the keyman approach to grand jury selection. A small segment of the
population is over-represented in the Harris County system
and, apparently, those not generally associated with the system
have a lower probability of serving. The system makes heavy
use of propertied personnel, especially in the critical key-man
position, thus extending its reach into the citizen domain and
potentially obviating control mechanisms.
Beyond these problems, perception is critical. The Houston
C hronicle (2004) repo rted that in Harris Co unt y, lawenforcement officers seldom face criminal charges in shootings.
Based on a review of 193 officers in 18 local agencies who
killed or wounded citizens over the past five years, only three
officers were prosecuted. These three indictments were the total
response by the grand jury to officers shooting 65 unarmed
people, killing 17, since 1999. The suspicion, n o matter how
unjust, will always be that of"one hand washing the other" and,
with the exception of truly egregious cases, no police officer
in Harris County will be indicted for killing the persons they
a re sworn to protect. That perception undercuts the integrity
of professional law enforcement officers and the entire justice
system.
Further, when th e cou rts willfully violate the law, whether in the
na me of expediency or in ignorance, a tendency for people to
lose trust in the institution also quickly develops. In the case of
the Harris County courts, at least two grand jury commissioners
illegally se rved as com missione rs. Both individuals had
previously acted as commissioners during the preceding 12
months, yet the cour ts allowed one to serve a second time and
the other to serve as a gra nd juror in v iolation of the Texas Code
of Criminal Procedure

The Solution
Achievi ng a fair cross-section of grand jurors and avoiding the
perception of intentional discrimination, racial, political or by
class, is simple. Harris County district courts, along with the
rest of Texas' cour ts, can, and should, use the same random
selection process that the state uses for petit jury selection. The
federal government recognized the inherent inequalities of the
key-man system and Congress eliminated it in 1968 with the
passage of the Jury Selection and Service Act. Most of the other
states use a random selection process and Texas law already
allows for its use at the court's discretion. The on e argument
offered against random selection, efficiency, is considered a
moot point by Justice Antonin Scalia. Quoting from a recent
m ajority decision written by the justice regarding the expense
of appeals for sentence reducti ons created by a Supreme Court
decision, he wrote, "Our decision ca nnot turn on whether or
June 2005
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to what degree trial by jury impairs the efficiency or fairness
of criminal justice." His comments are no less applicable to
correcting the potential injustices of the key-man system of
grand jury selection.
By the simple expedient of random selection, a perception of
impartiality will return to the decisions of the grand jury and,
in so doing, the acceptance of the legitimacy of the police and
the courts can only enhanced. As Sunshine and Tyler stated
(2003), " ... the key antecedent of legitimacy is the fairness
of the procedures used by the police." This is as applicable to
the courts as it is to the police. When the community fails to
perceive that the social control mechanisms are fair and just,
they no longer will deem it appropriate to live by its norms,
rules and laws. ·w hen that happens, our government becomes
their government, with all that loss would entail.
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Larry Karsou, 11 lecturer ill the Depnrtmeut of Crimiunl justice 111 the Uuil'ersity of Houstou-Dowutowu, retired from the Customs Sen,ice five yenrs
ngo. The geuesis for his resenrch wns 1111 iucideut thnt hnppeued prior to
his retiremcut. After commeutiug nbout tile IIIIIISltnl gmud jury selectiou
procedures fouud iu Hnrris Couuty to 11 districtnttomey's i111'estigato1; that
snme iuwstigntor oflcred to hnve him nppoiuted to a gmud jury, if he was
illlerested. Though decliued ntthnttime, it e\teutunlly led to his sllldy of tile
Texas grmul jury process.

In Memory of

Odis Ray Hill
Odis Ray Hill, a charter member ofTCDLA, was a terrific trial lawyer and a wonderful human being. He was
reared in Kilgore, Texas, attended the University of Texas and then Baylor Law School. Odis was elected Criminal
District Attorney for Gregg County in 1974, and served in that capacity untill981. While DA, Odis routinely tried
30-50 cases to jury verdict each year.
Odis entered private practice in 1981 as a criminal defense lawyer. In 1993 his son, Ryan R. Hill, also a criminal
defense lawyer, joined him. Odis, a zealous advocate and staunch defender of the Constitution, fought for the rights
of the citizen accused until his death on April 1, 2005.
Odis tried many high profile cases during his career and had many successes. In one such case, Odis represented
Reynaldo Villarreal, who participated in the killing of a Nacogdoches County Constable during a traffic stop. The
killing was captured on videotape and resulted in one of the first prosecutions under the federal death penalty statute.
Despite the egregious facts of the case, the jury rejected the death penalty and Mr. Villarreal was sentenced instead
to 35 years in prison.
Odis will be missed by everyone who knew him.
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NO.

THE STATE OF TEXAS

V.
JOHN DOE

§
§
§
§
§

IN THE _ _ _ _ COURT
OF
_ __ _ COUNTY, TEXAS

MOTION TO EXCLUDE EXPERT TESTIMONY
COMES NOvV, JOHN DOE, Defendant in the above styled and numbered cause, and moves the Court
to order the State not to refer to any evidence or to elicit, through its expert witness,
, any
testimony regarding retrograde extrapolation or any evidence or testimony regarding Defendant's purported
blood alcohol content at the time of the alleged offense, and in support of said motion, would respectfully
show the Court as follows:
I. BACKGROUND
On Aprill3, 2004, this Court held a hearing at which two of the State's w itnesses testified regarding scientific
evidence and expert testimony. One of the State's witnesses, Dr. James Martin, testified regarding the results
of testing done on blood that was drawn from Defendant on October 26, 200 I. On cross examination by
the undersigned counsel, when asked if he could testify reliably as to what Defendant's blood alcohol content
(BAC) was at the time of the alleged offense, 2:23 a.m., Dr. ~'1artin replied, "I can say that more than likely it
was higher at that time, because of the time period that we're talking about, unless you give me other conditions
that would tend to dispel that, but 1 couldn't tell you exactly what that level would be without being given more
information." (R.R. 89-90). vVhen questioned further about what he based his opinion on, Dr. Martin replied
that his opinion was"... [ b )ased on the time period." (R.R.. 90). Dr. Martin further testified,"... more than likely
it would be higher because more than likely he would be in the elimination phase... As opposed to alcohol just
sitti ng there yet to be absorbed unless you gave m e a specific incident, or that would be a possibilit)'·" !d.
II. INADMISSIBILITY UNDER MATA V. STATE
Said proffered testimony, which amounts to no more than blatant speculation, is inadmissible under the
Court ofCriminalAppeals' decision in Mata 11. State, 46 S.W.3d 902 (Tex. Crim. App. 2001 ), Ol'erntled ill part 011
other grounds by Bagheri 11. State, 119 S.\•V.3d 755 (It is not harmclcss error analysis when it is unclear whether
the extrapolation evidence to prove on way of being intoxicated might have seriously affected the jury's ability
to deliberate upon that core element of intoxication, whether by"loss of normal use" or "per se."). In Mnta, the
Court of Criminal Appeals, en bn11c, addressed a similar situation where the State's expert testified regarding
the theory of retrograde extrapolation. !d. at 904. Said expert then testified that it was his opinion that the
defendant's BAC was over the legal limit at the time of the offense. Jd. at 905.
In examining the issues, the Court of Criminal Appeals first mandated that if an expert witness is to test if)'
regarding retrograde extrapolation, it is a paramount consideration that h e must first be able"... to apply the
science and explain it with clarity to the cou rt...!' !d. at 916. Additionally, the expert must demonstrate some
understanding of the difficulties inherent in attempting a retrograde extrapolation. Id. Finally, the expert"...
must be able to clearly and consistently apply the science." !d.
Jn the present case, the State has utterly failed to provide any evidence or elicit any testimony from Dr.
Martin regarding the above requirements. As such, any testimony regarding attempted ret rograde extrapolation
or an opinion regarding Defendant's BAC sho uld be excluded.
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Moreover, even if Dr. Martin were able to testifY in compliance with the above requirements, his "opinion"
should still be excluded, according to the principles established in Mata. The Court of Criminal Appeals established
that the trial court, in evaluating the. reliability of the proposed retrograde extrapolation, should also consider (a)
the length of time between the alleged oftense and the given test(s); (b) the number of tests actually administered;
and (c) whether, and if so, to what extent, any individual characteristics of the defendant were known to the expert
when making the extrapolation. Id. The Court went on to list a non-exclusive list of pertinent characteristics, such
as weight, gender, typical drinking pattern, tolerance for alcohol, how much alcohol was consumed on the date in
question, what was consumed, the duration of drinking, the time of the last drink and what was eaten and when.

Id.
The Court then stated that it would be possible for an expert to reliably extrapolate with only limited knowledge
of the personal characteristics and behaviors of the defendant "... if the State had more than one test, each test a
reasonable length of time apart, and the first test were conducted within a reasonable time from the time of offense
...." Id. (emphasis added). However, in the instance where a single test was conducted some time after the offense,
reliable extrapolation could be performed"... only if the expert had knowledge of many personal characteristics and
behaviors of the defendant." Id. (emphasis added).
\Vhile there are two results in the instant case, the gathering of the results occurred a mere nineteen to twenty
minutes apart, and according to Dr. Martin, such a time interval would not make much difference in the results.
(R.R. 81) . While the Court of Criminal Appeals did not indicate what a "reasonable" length of time would be between
"tests;' Dr. Martin's own testimony illustrates the inadequacy of an interval of approximately twenty minutes.
Moreover, by his own admission, Dr. Martin acknowledged that he did not have enough information to properly
extrapolate in the instant case. (R.R. 89). As such, Dr. Martin should not be allowed to circumvent the principles
established in Mata by simply giving a general opinion that D efendant's BAC was likely above 0.08 g!lOO ml at the
time of the accident, or that it was higher at the time of driving than the level detected by the subsequent test. If
such testimony were allowed, it would fly in the face of Mata and the requirements established therein, defYing the
instruction of the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals.
III. ARGUMENT UNDER RULES 401,402 AND 403, TRE
Based on the above arguments, Defendant would submit that sa id proffered testimony is irrelevant under Rule
401 of the Texas Rules of Evidence (TRE). As said testimony is scientifically unreliable and baseless in foundation,
it would not have any tendency to make the existence of any fact that is of consequence to the determination of the
action (in this case Defendant's BAC at the time of the accident) more probable or less probable than it would be
without said evidence. As such, it should be excluded under Rule 402, TRE, which prohibits the introduction of
inadmissible evidence.
Further, should the Court find that said offered testimony is relevant, its introduction should be precluded by
Rule 403, TRE, which allows for the exclusion of evidence if the probative value of said evidence is substantially
outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues or misleading the jury. In the case at bar, said
proffered testimony, if introduced, would certainly lead to unfair prejudice against Defendant, as the jury would be
unfairly influenced by such an opinion from a State's witness who has been qualified as an expert. As the opinion
has no bas is in fact or science, the jury would be misled as to the validity and scientific basis of the opinion, and
no cross-examination by defense counsel would be able to remove the unduly harmful eftects or cure the unfair
prejudice of presenting the jury with an ill-founded expert opinion.
IV. UNDERLYING TEST RESULTS ARE INADMISSIBLE
Said tes timony should be excluded, because it is based upon illegally obtained evidence. Corporal Walter Scott,
at least at one point in his testimony, stated that he did not have probable cause to arrest Defendant in this matter
when Defendant was at the hospital and in fact never a rrested Defendant at that time. As such, the obtaining of the
sample was obtained in contravention of'724.012 of the Texas 'Ii·ansportation Code, and any alleged acquiescence
in the obtaining of said sample occurred only after Corporal Scott misstated the law and coerced Defendant into
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agreeing to provide a sample.
WHEREFORE PREMISES CONSIDERED, Defendant would respectfully request that this Court prohibit
the State from introducing any evidence or eliciting testimony from Dr. James Martin regarding any opinion
as to what Defendant's BAC was at the time of the accident, whether he believes Defendant's BAC was higher
than 0.08 gllOOml at the time of the accident and whether he believes Defendant's BAC was higher at the time
of the accident than the level detected by any subsequent test.

Respectfully Submitted,

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

On December

, 200_

, a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing Motio11 to
Attorney

Exclude Expert Testimony was hand-delivered or mailed, postage prepaid, to the
of
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SUPREME COURT
Cert. to 8th Circuit (346 F.2d 799) -Vacated and Remanded
Dist rict court has discretion to stay mixed habeas petition for exhaustion of state
remed ies.
Rhines v. H'eber,_U.S._ (No. 03-9046, 3/30/05); Opinion: O'Connor (9-0); Concurrences:
Stevens & Souter

Cynthia Hampton

Rhines was sentenced to death after being convicted in state court on charges of firstdegree murder and third-degree burglary. After his state writ was denied, he filed a federal
habeas action, which the district court held contained eight unexhausted claims. District
court granted Rhines' motion to stay his p ending federal petition whi le he presented the
unexhausted claims to the South Dakota state courts and the state appealed. The 8th Circuit
vacated the stay holding that district courts have no autho rity to hold a habeas petition in
abeyance absent exceptional circumstances.
Held: The district court has discretion to stay a mixed habeas petition to allow
unexhausted state claims to be presented and then return the perfected petition to federal
court for review. Supremes considered the district court's authority to issue stays and the
potential to undermi ne the streamlining of federal habeas proceedings by employing stay and
abeyance too frequently. The Court concluded the district court has the power to grant stay
and abeyan ce for good cause as long as there is no abuse of discretion. The case is vacated
and remanded to the Eighth Circuit for determination of wheth er the district Cour t's grant
of a stay was an abuse of discretion .
Ccrt. II th Circuit (340 F. 3d 1219) - Affirmed
State court o rder vaca ting conviction re-t riggers AEDPA's one-year statute of limitations.
Johnson v. United States, _ U.S. _ (No. 03-9685, 04-04/05); Opinion: Souter (5-4);
Dissent: Kennedy

Mike Charlton
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In 1994, Robert Johnson Jr., was convicted on federal drug conspiracy charges and
received an enhanced sentence based on prior state convictions. In 1997, after the o ne-year
statute of limitations h ad run on his ability to appeal his fede ral sentence under AEDPA,
Johnson filed a successful state h abeas petition in the Georgia state court challenging
the validity of his state convictions. Johnson then petitioned the II C ircuit, claiming the
state court vacatur triggered a new o ne-year statute of limitation s as a material fact found
while exercising due d iligence in compliance with 28 U.S. C. §2255. District court held the
State court's vacatur of Johnson's previous convictions was not a material fact and thus
did not trigger a new period in which he could appeal his federal senten ce, and 11 Circuit

affirmed.
Held: The one-year statute of limitations under the
Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996
(AEDPA) begins to run when a petitioner receives notice of
the order vacating a prior conviction, provided that petitioner
attacked the state courts with due diligence. The state order
that vacated Johnson's state conviction re-triggered the one-year
period in which he could contest his federal sentence under
AEDPA. However, as Johnson did not show due diligence in
seeking a state court order to vacate because he waited three
years after his initial conviction to attack his state convictions,
it was and there was too late for him to attack his federal
sentence.
Cert to. 3rd Circuit- Affirmed
SOL for filing habeas petition tolls only while a properly filed
application for state post-conviction review is pending. Pace
v. DiGuglielmo, _ U.S._ (No. 03-9627, 4/27/05); Opinion:
~ Rehnquist (5-4 decision); Dissent: Stevens
Pace pled guilty to second-degree murder and possession
of an instrument of crime in Pennsylvania state court, then
filed a petition under the Pennsylvania Post Conviction Hearing
Act (PCHA). The state Supreme Court denied relief as being
untimely. Four years later, Pace filed a petition under the
Pennsylvania Post Conviction Relief Act (PCRA), which had
replaced the PCHA in 1988 and was amended in 1995 to include
a statute of limitations on filing. The Pennsylvania Superior
Court denied his PCRA petition as untimely, as it did not fall
within any of the statutory exceptions allowing the statute of
limitations to be tolled, and the state supreme court denied
review without comment. He then filed a federal petition in
the Pennsylva nia District Court, which found that Pace was
entitled to statutory tolling of the statute of limitations under
th e AEDPA while consideratio n of his PCRA petition was
pending. Third Circuit reversed, concluding that PCRA's time
limit on filing was a condition to filing rather than a condition
to obtaining relief.
Held: Petitioner was not eligible for statutory or equitable
tolling of the statute of limitations for filing a federal habeas
p etition while his improperly filed application for state relief
was pending. T he Supreme Court affirmed, holding that Pace's
failure to file within the time limit set by statute precludes
statutory tolling. As Pace wai ted years without valid reason to
pursue his state claim, and then months more before pursuing
a federal habeas claim, his lack of diligence precluded a claim
to equitable tolling.
Cert. to 3rd Circuit- Reversed
Congressional record must show convincing intent to apply
statute to foreign convictions
S111all v. U11 ited States, _U.S. _ (No. 03-750, 4/27/05);
Opinion: Breyer; Di sse nt: Thomas; Rehnquist did not
participate (7-2 decision).

Small was convicted in Japanese court of trying to smuggle
firearms and ammunition into Japan, served five years in a
Japanese prison and, after returning to America, bought a gun.
He was charged with unlawful gun possession under 18 U.S.C.
§922(g)( 1), which forbids gun possession by a person "convicted
in any court" of a crime punishable by a year or more in prison.
Small pled guilty but later challenged his conviction, arguing
that since his prior conviction was foreign it fell outside the
scope of convictions applicable to the illegal gun possession
statute. Both the federal district court and the 3rd Circuit
rejected this argument.
Held: Barring a convincing indication otherwise, it is
assumed that Congress intends a statute using the phrase
«convicted in any court" to apply to domestic. not foreign
convictions. Statutory review may presume that Congress
intends statutes to have domestic, not ex traterritorial,
applications unless Congress provides clear indications
otherwise. Court found no reason to believe Congress
considered including foreign crimes in the gun possession
statute based on an examination of the language of the
statute itself, the legislative history, and evidence offered by
the government. Court concluded there was no convincing
indication that Congress intended the statute to reach beyond
domestic convictions and include foreign convictions.
Cert. to 4th Circuit - Affi rmed
Foreign Country's Right to Collect Excise Taxes on Imported
Liquor is Considered "Property" Under the Federal Wire Law
Statute and is Not Barred by the Common Law Revenue Rule
Pasquantino ''· United States, _ U.S._ (No. 03-725, 4/27/05):
Opinion: Thomas (5-4 decision); Dissent: Ginsberg, joined by
Breyer, and joined b y Scalia & Souter in part
Pasquantino and his two coho rts were convicted of wire
fraud ( 18 U.S.C. Section 1343) when they attempted to smuggle
large quantities of liquor into Canada from the United States.
They ordered liq uor by telephone from a discount liquor store
in Maryland, then hired drivers to transported the liquor in
the trunks of cars to evade Canada's alco ho l import taxes.
District Court awarded damages in excess of $ 1 million dollars
of unpaid Canadian taxes. 4th Circuit reversed, but reaffirmed
on rehearing. In the Supreme Court, Pasquantino contended
Canada's tax revenues did not qualify as "property" under the
scope of the wire fraud statute. Pasquantino argued the common
law revenue rule barred prosecution because it prohibited
the court of one sovereign from enforcing tax judgments or
unadjudicated tax claims from other sovereigns.
Held: A scheme to defraud a foreign government's right
to collect excise taxes violated the federal wire law statute.
The Court affirmed the convictions and rejected Pasquantino's
arguments. First, the Court held the o bject of the defendant's
scheme was to deprive Canada of its legally d ue mo ney since
Pasquantino took steps to avo id paying taxes. The Court
fo und the taxes, as m oney owed, constituted ''property" under
the federal wi re law statute. Second, the Cour t rejected the
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p rosecutio n was barred by the common law revenue rule.
This case is distinguishable fro m traditional cases ba rred by
the revenue rule since it was not a suit to recover foreign tax
liability, but a criminal prosecution brought by the United States
to punish domestic criminal conduct.

the sentence would have been different; here, there was nothing
in the record indicati ng that the sentencing judge would have
imposed a different sentence, and hence defendant d id not
meet his burden und er the plain error test. (Fifth Circuit
acknowledged that its decision on this question was at odds
with decisions from the 2nd, 4th, 6th, and 9th Circuits.)

FIFTH CIRCUIT

No recusal necessary when defenda nt held judge at
gunpoint.
Bigby v. Dretke, __ F.3d _ _ , (5th Cir. Mar. 8, 2005)
(withdrawing and replacing 340 F.3d 259 {5th Cir. 2003))

Freedom of Access Act not unconstitutional.
United States v. Bird, __ F.3d _ _ (5th Cir. Feb. 28, 2005)
Fifth Circuit reversed district court's decision {279
F.Supp.2d 827,838 (S.D. Tex. 2003), which had held that, under
United States v. Morrison, 529 U.S. 598 {2000), the Freedom
of Access to Clinic Entrances Act ("the FACE Act"), 18 U.S.C.
§248(a)(3) & (b)(2), exceeded Congress' power to legislate
under the Commerce Clause; 5th Circuit held that this challenge
was foreclosed by its previous decision in United States v. Bird,
124 F.3d 667 (5th Cir. 1997) (" Bird f'), which rejected an
identical Commerce Clause challenge to the FACE Act, and
n~thing in Morrison materially affected the cour t's holding in
B1rd I. {Judge DeMoss filed a dissenting opinion.)
Enhancements under Armed Career Criminal Act were
erroneous.
United States v. Montgome1y, __ F. 3d _ _ (5th Cir. Mar. 1,
2005)
District court reversibly erred in enhancing defendant's
sentence u nder the Armed Career Criminal Act (''ACCA"), 18
U.S.C. §924{e) because defendant's prior Texas conviction for
retaliation under Tex. Penal Code §36.06 was not a qualifying
"violent felony"; the o ffense of retaliation did not have, as an
element, the use, attempted use, or threatened use of physical
force agai nst the person of ano ther; nor did the offense qualify
under the "otherwise" clause of 18 U.S.C. §924{e)(2){B)(ii),
because, v iewed categorically, it did not necessarily entail a
significant risk of physical harm; accordingly, 5th Circuit
vacated d efendant's sentence and remanded for resentencing.
Enhancement error held harmless
United States v. Mares, __ F. 3d _ _ (5th Cir. Mar. 4, 2005)
Under United States v. Booker, 125 S.Ct. 738 (2005), the
district court erred w hen it enhanced defendant's sentence
under a mandatory Federal Sentencing Guidelines system
based on facts fo und by the judge that were neither ad mitted
by defenda nt n or fo und by the jury; nevertheless, because
defendant did not object on this basis in the district court, the
5th Circuit's review was only for plain error; while there was
error that was "plain" under Booker, defendant here failed to
establish that the erro r affected his substantial rights; in o rder
to make this showing, a defendant must show a reasonable
probability that, had the district court properly understood that
the Guidelines were m erely advisory rather than mandatory,
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Capital defendant's attack on the trial judge during trial
(during which defendant held the judge at gunpoint) did not
mandate the judge's recusal; court refused to create per se rule
of automatic recusal u nder these circumstances, as such a rule
would lend itself to deliberate manipulation of the jud icial
p rocess; court also refused to infe r bias from state t rial judge's
admission of evidence regarding the event, even with the judge's
concomitant refusal to give a limi ting instruction; while the
court questioned the p rop riety of the judge's ruling, it was not
without foundation in Texas law. (The 5th Circuit, however,
granted habeas relief as to capital sentencing, because the 5th
Circuit found that, under Pe11ry v. JohiiSOII, 532 U.S. 782 (2001),
Temwrd v. Dretke, 124 S. Ct. 2562 (2004), and Smith v. Texas,
125 S. Ct. 400 (2004), the penalty p hase instructions given in
defendant's trial did n ot provide a vehicle for the jury to give
mitigating effect to defendant's mitigating evidence of paranoid
schizophrenia.).
Mandatory life sentence was not error.
U11 ited States v. Curry, __ F.3d _ _ (5t h Cir. Mar. 15,
2005)
District court d id no t err in imposing mandator y life
sentence on defendant in accordance with the enhancement
provisions o f 21 U.S.C. §§84l (b)(l)(A) and 8 51, because
defendant's prior felony conviction for possession of contraband
in a penal institution qualified as a "felony drug offense" for
purposes of these provisions; 5th Circuit rejected a reading that
would require a criminal intent element in order for a prior
offense to qualify as a "felony d rug offense" and held that the
definition of "felony d rug offense" sweeps broadly enough to
include even strict liability offense like that for which defendant
was convicted; 5th Circuit also rejected defendant's claim that he
could not be properly enhanced because the crime of possession
of contraband in a penal institution could theoretically include
non-drug con traband; while this is true as a general matter,
here, defendant's state court bill of information fo r that offense
- consultation of which is permissible - reveals t hat he was
actually convicted of possession of a controlled substance within
a penal institution.
Allocution was not necessary becaus e Appellant got
opportunity at previous sentencing h ear ing. U11ited States v.
Casas-Torrez, 2004 U.S. App. LEXIS 25489 (5th Cir. Dec. 10,
2004), opinion withdrawn on reconsideration and superseded

by _ _ Fed . Appx. _ _ , 2005 WL 591285, 2005 U.S. App.
LEXIS 4486 (5th Cir. Mar. 15, 2004)
On original submission, 5th Circuit had held that: district
court's failure to extend defendant an invitation to allocute
at sentencing, as required by Fed. R. Crim. P. 32{i)(4)(A)(ii),
constituted reversible plain error and required that d efendant
be resentenced; the deprivation of the right to a llocution
was an e rror that was clear and obvious; furthermore, under
United States v. Reyna, 358 F.3d 344 (5th Cir. 2004) (en bane),
prejudice had to be presumed, as there was an opportunity for
the violation to have played a role in sentencing (defendant
was sentenced at the top of the Guidelines range; additionally,
there was a factual dispute about a Guidelines adjustment for
brandishing a weapon that the defendant's allocution might
have borne upon ); finally, this case was not one of the "limited
class of cases" where the denial of the right to allocution did not
affect the fairness, integrity, or public reputation of the judicial
proceeding, because, unlike in Reyna, the defendant here was
not afforded any unusual or unique opportunity to present his
personal plea in mitigation of sentence.
On reconsideration, however, 5th Circuit considered the
transcript of a previous sentencing hearing (which had n ot
previously been included in the appellate record or referred to
by either party on appeal) and held that, because the defendant
had been afforded a full opportunity to allocute at that first
sentencing hearing, the requirements of Rule 32(i)( 4){A)(ii)
h ad been satisfied, notwithstanding the fact that district court
did not renew the invitation at the second sentencing hearing;
Rule 32 does not require allocution immediately before sentence
is imposed.
Remand in light of Booker.
United States v. Murillo-Rezn, 2005 U.S. App. LEXlS 479 (5th
Cir. Ja n. 12, 2005), opinion withdrawn and case reopened, {Jan.
19, 2005), a nd joint motion of parties to vacate and remand
fo r resentenci ng in light of United States v. Booker, 125 S.Ct.
738{2005)
District court adequately complied with the requirement,
fo und in 18 U.S.C. §§ 3553(c)(l) and 3742(e)(3)(A), to provide
a written statement of reasons for its upward departure sentence,
when the court stated that it had departed for the reasons
sta ted in the government's motion for upward departure.
(This opinion was later withdrawn, and the case su bsequently
remanded for resentencing in light of Booker. )
District court failed to give sufficient deference to ATF
regulations.
United Sta tes v. Flores, _ _ F.3d _ _ , (5 th Cir. Mar. 16,
2005)
Fifth Circuit reversed district court's dismissal of an
indic tment charging defendant with possession of a firearm
by an alien illegally or unlawfully in the United Sta tes, in
violation of 18 U.S.C. § 922(g)(5); giving"at least so me degree

of deference" to ATF regulations on this subject, 5th Ci rcuit
held that alien defendant's applications for temporary protected
status ("TPS") and h is receipt of temporary treatment benefits
as a result of that application d id not alter his status as an illegal
alien for purposes of§ 922(g)(5).
Appeal dismissed for lack of appealable judgment.

United States v. Hodges, _ _ F.3d _ _, (5th Cir. Mar. 16,
2005)
Fifth Circuit lacked jurisdiction to consider appeals of the
dismissals of third-party claims to h ouse ordered fo rfeited as
substitute property under 21 U.S.C. § 853(p), because not all
of the third-party claims to that property had been resolved;
under Fed. R. Crim. P. 32.2(c)(3), "[i]f multiple third-party
petitions are filed in the same case, an order dismissing or
granting one petition is n ot appealable until rulings are made
on all the petitions, unless the court determines that there is no
just reason for delay; this rule is derived from Fed. R. Civ. P. 54(
b), which direc ts that, when an action involves multiple parties
or multiple claims, any decision that adjudicates the liability of
fewer than all of the parties is not appealable unless certified by
the district court; in the absence of a finding of"n o just reason
for delay," or other certification, to appeal, 5th Circuit dismissed
appeal for lack of an appealable judgments.

COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS
PDR Opinions
State's PDR from Travis County- Vacated and Remanded
No fatal variance between "screwdriver" and "hard m etal-like
object."
Charles Flwteroy v. State, _
S.W.3d _
(Tex.Crim.App.
No. 831-03, 4/6/05); Opinion: Hervey; Dissent: Jo hnson, with
Holcomb; Meyers d id not participate
The victim testified that Appellant, an escaped mental
patient, confronted h er at a gas station, demanded her car, and
stuck what she thought was a knife in to her ribs. Appellant
was charged with unauthorized use of a vehicle and aggravated
robbery. The victim did not see the "weapon" but fou nd a
screwdriver in her car after Appellant had abandoned it. The gas
station clerk told police the victim said Appellant put a kn ife to
her throat and she could see the blade clearly. Appellant testified
he didn't use a weap on, but just got in the car and drove away
while the victim was inside the store. The indictment alleged
Appellant com mitted the offense by using a deadly weapon,
to-wit, a screwdriver. However, the state introduced evidence
that Appellant used either a knife, screwdriver, or a " hard metallike object." Appellant was convicted of the lesser-i ncluded
of robbery, but a deadly-weapon finding was submitted at
punishment. COA reversed, holding the trial court sh ould not
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have re-submitted a deadly weapon finding during punishment
when the jury had rejected the use of a deadly weapon at the
guilt innocence phase by finding Appellant guilty only of a
lesser-included.
Held: The variance between the pleading and the proof at
trial was immaterial. \-'l'hen the state proves beyond a reasonable
doubt the defendant used some type of a deadly weapon, and
timely informs him that it would seek a deadly weapon finding
at trial, the issue becomes whether the variance between the
named instrument in the indictment (a "screwdriver") and the
proof at trial (a "hard metal-like object") was material. When
the evidence is sufficient to support the jury's finding but the
state did not prove exactly what it alleged, the issue is whether
the indictment "informed appellant of the charge against him
sufficiently to allow him to prepare an adequate defense at
trial." See Gollilwr v. State, 46 S.W.3d 243, 248 (Tex.Crim.App.
2001). Here, where Appellant's claim is that he stole the victim's
car without using any kind of weapon at all, the indictment's
deadly weapon allegation sufficiently allowed him to prepare
an adequate defense to this allegation. Appellant's defense was
not affected by the "screwdriver" allegation. Appellant's defense
did not depend on whether any particular type of weapon was
used. On the contrary, appellant denied that any weapon was
used. The variance between the indictment's allegation of a
"screwdriver" and the State's proof at trial of "a hard metallike object" was, therefore, immaterial. See Gollihar, 46 S.W.3d
at 246-50 (immaterial variances should be disregarded) and
at 258 (variance between indictment's allegation of stolen gocart's model number and the State's proof at trial of a different
model number was immaterial, in part, because the d efendant's
"defense did not depend upon the model number alleged").
Judgment is reversed, and case is remanded to COA for further
proceedings consistent with this opinion.
State Prosecuting Attorney's PDR from Hamilton County
-Reversed
Failure to cite Bmdy in motion for new trial forfeited claim that
state withheld evidence.
(Tex.Crim.App.
jackie R11ssell Keeter v. State, _ S.W.3d _
No. 1012-03, 4/6/05); Opinion: Price; Concurrence: Keller,
w/Cochran; Dissent: Holcomb, w!}ohnson
Appellant was convicted of indecency, and filed a motion
for new trial claiming Bmdyerror. After a hearing, the trial court
overruled the motion, but COA reversed, and held Appellant
had proved his claim. Keeter 11. State, 43 S.W.3d 667 (Tex. App.Waco 2001). On State's PDR, CCA reversed COA's judgment and
remanded the case back so that COA could address Appellant's
second point of erro r. 74 S.W.3d 31 (Tex.Crim.App. 2002). COA
again reversed, 97 S.W.3d 709 (Tex.App.- Waco 2003), and
SPA's PDR was granted to determine whether: ( 1) Brady claim
must be preserved; (2) Appellant preserved his complaint, and
(3) whether COA erred in holding he had proven it.
Held: Appellant failed to preserve his Brady claim for
appellate review. Appellant asserted in his motion for new
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trial that evidence of his innocence was withheld by a material
witness. Attached to Appellant's motion for new trial was
an affidavit from the alleged victim recanting her testimony,
saying she told the story so she could go live with her father for
the summer. The victim's mother also submitted an affidavit
stating she had told the DA's office that she did not believe her
daughter, and the DA told her he would not call her to testify.
But she did testify, and testimony regarding her disbelief was
withheld. The victim's mother and father both testified at the
hearing that they did not believe the victim. After the hearing,
Appellant's counsel submitted cases to the trial court on actual
innocence, but none on Brady. What this all boils down to is this:
because Appellant did not cite or argue Bmdy in his motion for
new trial, or during the hearing, or after the hearing, the claim
is procedurally defaulted. His claim is one of actual innocence,
so that is what he should have argued. Judgment is therefore
again reversed, and trial court's judgment is affirmed.
Dissent: I strongly disagree that appellant did not preserve
error of his Bmdy claim. Texas Rule of Appellate Procedure
21.1 provides that a motion for new trial is a prerequisite to
presenting a point of error on appeal when necessary to adduce
facts not in the record. At the hearing on the motion for new
trial, appellant adduced facts that Brady evidence was conveyed
to the State and that Bmdy material was never conveyed to the
defense. In appellant's first amended motion for new trial, he
asserted that "Evidence establishing the defendant's innocence
was withheld by a material prosecution witness." A first-year law
student would recognize this to be a claim that Bmdy material
was not turned over to the defense prior to trial.. *** It is clear
that appellant preserved error. 'lex. R. App. P. 33.l(a)(l)(A).
The fact that appellant did not cite to Brady in his written
motion for new trial or say th e words Brady v. Mmyland at the
hearing, should not override the fact that the specific grounds
of his motion were apparent from the context and both parties
vigorously litigated the Brady claim. The majority's holding
that appellant did not preserve error of his Bmdy claim will
effectively overrule a long line of cases from this Court and
engraft a greater burden onto Tex. R. App. P. 33. I (a)(l )(A).
State's PDR from Bowie County- Reversed
Record failed to show counsel's reason for failing to ask
questions of venire panel
(Tex.Crim.App.
Mell'ill Goodspeed v. State,_ S.W.3d _
No. 1882-03, 4/6/05); Opinion: Keller; Concurrences: Price,
w/Cochran; Dissent: Holcomb, w/Meyers; Johnson dissented
w/o opinion
Appellant raised ineffective assistance of co unsel for
the first time on appeal, arguing counsel failed to question
prospective jurors on the defense side of the case. All he did
was to address the panel and tell them the state had covered
everything, including the defense's case. Counsel wasted two
of his peremptorics on veniremen already excused by the trial
court. Appellant was convicted of aggravated sexual assault and
sentenced to 99 years. COA reversed, holding that co unsel's
performance was deficient b ecause it could not possibly have

been based on a reasonable trial strategy. State's PDR was
granted to second-guess this determination.

complain on appeal that the State failed to prove an element to
which he confessed.

Held: Counsel's failure to ask any questions during voir
dire and the exercise of two peremptory challenges on jurors
who had already been excused did not constitute performance
that is so obviously deficient so that inquiry into the reasons
for counsel's conduct becomes unnecessary. As it has done
so many times before, CCA rules that no matter how egregious
counsel's performance may be, there must be something
developed in the record to show his strategy or lack thereof.
Here, although a motion for new trial was filed, no hearing was
held, thus the issue was not developed. And, even if Appellant
had been able to show counsel was ineffective, he would still
have had to show the deficient performance harmed him.

State Prosecuting Attorney's PDR from Refugio Coumty
- Reversed
17-month delay was not grounds fo r speedy trial violation.
Carlos Kelly v. State,_S. W.3d_ (Tex.Crim.App. No. 0023-04,
4/13/05); Opinion: Keller; Womack, Johnson, Keasler & Hervey
concur in result w/o opinion.

State Prosecuting Attorney's PDR from Bosque Cou nty
- Reversed
Stipulation is the same as a judicial admission, and need not be
proven by state at trial.
Charles Ra11dolph Brya11t v. State,_ S.W.3d _ (Tex.Crim.
App. No. 672-04, 4/6/05); Opinion: Keasler; Dissent: Meyers
Concurrence: Jo hnson; Concurrence: Cochran, w/Holcomb
Appellant was charged with felony DWI, with seven
previous DvVI's alleged for enhancement. Before trial, he
stipulated to two prior D\'\'l's, but the stipulation was never
admitted into evidence. The charge instructed jurors: " [t)he
d efendant has stipulated before the Court that he previously was
convicted two times of the offense of driving while intoxicated
... and you are instructed to find that the defendant has been
previously convicted of those offenses." No objections were
raised to this language. Appellant pled " true" at sentencing and
got 65 years. He now contends the evidence was insufficient to
support his conviction because the state failed to offer proof
of the stipulated convictions. COA agreed and reversed. SPA's
PDR was granted to second-guess this ruling.
Held: By stipulating, Bryant waived any right to contest
the absence of proof on the stipulated elements. A defendant
in a crim inal case may stipulate to evidence against him. If the
defendant elects to do this, his stipulation is a kind of judicial
admission. CCA cites McCormick, who explains that a judicial
admission is to be distinguished from an evidentiary admission:
"Judicial admissions arc not evidence at all. Rather, they are
formal concessions in the pleadings in the case or stipulations
by a party or counsel that have the effect of withdrawing a f.1ct
from issue and dispensing wholly with the need for proof of
the fact." CCA also relies on a federal case, Harriso11 ''· U11ited
States, 204 F.3d 236 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 531 U.S. 911 (2000),
which held "[u]pon entering into a stipulation on an element,
a defendant waives his right to put the govern men t to its proof
of that element." It doesn't matter that the stipulation was not
introduced into evidence. The stipulation here was a judicial
admission that removed the need for proof of those convictions.
l3y entering into that stipulation, Bryant waived his right to put
the government to its proof of that element. He cannot now

Appellant was ar rested in May 2001 for possession of
cocaine, bonded out of jail, and was indicted in July. On Feb.
27,2002, Appellant's probatio n in a previous case was revoked
based on the instant offense, and he was sentenced to five years.
The state annou nced ready in the present case, but the case was
continued on the state's motion until October 7, 2002 because
one of its witnesses was in a training session. Meanwhile,
Appellant had filed a speedy trial motion in August, which
was heard and denied on October 7. Appellant then entered
a plea of nolo and placed o n deferred for five years, which
would commence when he was released on the prior case.
COA reversed, agreeing that Appellant's right to a speedy trial
was violated by the 17-month delay, and that the state had no
reason for the delay. SPA's PDR was granted to second-guess
this determination.
Held: COA erred in ruling Appellant was denied his right
to a speedy trial. COA, conducting a Barker 11. Wingo analysis,
held initially the 17-month delay was sufficient to trigger
the other Barker factors. COA erred in it analysis, CCA says,
because it failed to give proper deference to the trial court and
its ability to draw reasonable inferences from the facts. CCA
than conducts its own Barker test and comes to the opposite
conclusion: delay prior to revocation was due to counsel's
failure to show up for court; prejudice suffered was limited;
delay after revocation is less excusable, and weighs moderately
against the State. But the trial court could have concluded that
the prejudice suffered after that pqint was virtually nonexistent,
because Appellant was already incarcerated on a d ifferent
offense. Moreover, appellant's failure to assert his right until
August 2002 weighs heavily against him. Not only was this
assertion tardy, occurring after a year had passed, but was made
when Appellant was no longer suffering the same degree of
prejudice suffered by one who is not incarcerated. Further, the
case was tried approximately two months after the speedy trial
right was first asserted. And had there been witnesses Appellant
wished to call, they could have appeared at the hearing on the
motion to revoke probation. After balancing the factors, CCA
conclude that they weigh against finding a speedy trial violation.
Judgment is therefore reversed, and case is remanded to COA
so that it may address Appellant's remai ning claims.
Appellant's PDR from Tarrant Co unty - Reversed &
Remanded
COA used an incorrect standard of review for voir d ire error.
Rodney L. Riel! 11. Sta te, _ S.W.3d_ (Tex.Crim.App. No.
1275-03, 4/13/05 ); Opinion: Keasler; Dissent: Holcomb, joined
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by Meyers; Johnson dissents w/o opinion.
During voir dire, Appellant's counsel was not permitted to
voir dire on the definition of reasonable doubt. COA reversed
based on the trial court's refusal to permit counsel to ask a
proper question of the venire, but found the error harmless
under TRAP 44.2(b). Question on PDR is whether COA used
the correct standard of review for determining harm.
Held: COA erred in applying a standard of review that
applies only to individual voir dire. COA relied on Alison v.
State, 959 S.W.2d 203 (Tex.Crim.App. 1997), which had to do
with assessment of harm in capital individual voir dire. A11son
is inapplicable to cases in which voir dire is conducted in a
group setting rather than individually. Appellant was prevented
from asking a valid question to the entire venire. Exhausting his
peremptor y challenges and requesting additional peremptory
challenges would not have remedied the trial judge's error since
the error extended to the entire venire. Relying on Motilla v.
State, 78 S.W.3d 352 (Tex.Crim.App. 2002), CCA explains a
harm analysis here should assess whether Appellant's substantial
rights were affected, that is, whether the error had a substantial
and injurious effect or influence in determining the jury's
verdict. In the case of the erroneous admission of evidence,
the appelJate court should consider everything in the record,
including any testimony or physical evidence admitted for the
jury's consideration, the nature of the evidence supporting the
verdict, the character of the alleged error and how it might be
considered in connection with other evidence in the case, the
jury instructions, the State's theory and any defensive theories,
closing arguments, voir dire, and whether the State emphasized
the error. Because COA used an incorrect standard of review,
judgment is reversed and case is remanded to that court for a
proper harm analysis.
Appellant's PDR from Dal1as County- Affirmed
Diminished capacity is not a defense in Texas.
Kenneth Wayne jackson v. State, ~S.W.3d~ (Tex.Crim.App.
No. 1655-03, 4/13/05); Opinion: Meyers; Keasler & Hervey
concurred w/o opinion; Womack did not participate.
Mentally ill Appellant beat his brother to death with a
hammer after a fight the previous evening. During his trial
for murder, Dr. "Death" Grigson testified that Appellant had
been schizophrenic and bipolar since the age of 14, and had
been repeatedly hospitalized. However, the trial court limited
the mental illness testimony and refused to allow evidence of
insanity "at this late date" without notice to the state. On cross
examination Grigson said Appellant was both competent and
sane. Appellant was convicted and sentenced to 60 years. On
appeal he argued his due process rights were violated because
the jury was no t allowed to consider evidence of diminished
capacity to negate the element of mens rea. AppelJant relics on
an exception to the rule set out in Cowles v. State, 510 S.W.2d
608 (Tex.Crim.App. 1974), that evidence of mental illness
short of the inability to distinguish right from wrong is not
admissible at the guilt stage of the trial. COA affirmed, ruling
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that diminished capacity was not a defense in Texas. jackso11
v. State, 115 326 (Tex.App.- Dallas 2003). PDR was granted to
determine whether the doctrine of dim inished capacity exists
in Texas.
Held: There is no defense recognized by Texas law stating
that, due to the defendant's mental illness, he did not have
the requisite mens rea at the time of the offense because he
does not have the capacity, or is absolutely incapable of ever
forming that frame of mind. The evidence presented here
would not have negated Appellant's mens rea anyway, and in fact,
CCA says it doesn't even have to address the question granted
for review. CCA says that although TCCP Art. 38.36(a) permits
the defense to present "facts and circumstances surrounding
the killing and the previous relationship existing between the
accused and the deceased, together with all relevant facts and
circu mstances going to show the condition of the m ind of
the accused at the time of the offense" s/he must still show
its admissibility under TRAP 403. " [E]vidence admissible
under Article 38.36(a) may be excluded under Rule 403 if the
probative value of the evidence "is substantially outweighed
by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or
misleading the jury, or by considerations of undue delay, or
needless presentation of cumulative evidence." Smith v. State,
5 S.W.3d 673 (Tex.Crim.App. 1999).After a brief analysis, CCA
concludes that AppelJant was not precluded from introducing
evidence of his mental illness. He was allowed to argue he did
not have the requisite mens rea for the offense, and the jury
rejected his defense. The only thing Appellant was prevented
from doing is arguing that the jury should find that he did not
have the capacity to make the decision to intentionally and
knowingly cause bodily injury and thus should find him not
guilty. CCA concludes by saying it is up to the trial court to
"determine whether mental-illness evidence may be presented,
and if it is presented, may determine whether it raises the issue
of a lesser-included offense. Then, the jury may decide if the
evidence lessens the defendant's culpability by findi ng him guilty
of a lesser-included offense if presented at the guilt phase of
trial or by assessing a lesser sentence at the punishment phase."
Here, the judge admitted evidence of mental illness and decided
that it did not raise the issue of a lesser-included offense. The
jury considered the evidence and believed the state proved each
element of the offense beyond a reasonable doubt, including
the mens rea of intentionally and knowingly. CONs judgment
is therefore affirmed.
Published Order on refusal of Appellant's PDR.
Shmvna Beller, ~S.W.3d~ (Tex.App. No. 266-05, 4/20/05);
Opinion: Per Curiam
Appellant was convicted of theft, sentenced to four years
and her conviction was affirmed. Beller v. State,~S.W.3d~,
No.10-02-00282-CR (Tex.App. - Waco 9/15/04) (unpublished).
On October 18, 2004, Appellant timely filed a PDR. See Tex.
R.App.P. 68.2. On November 17, 2004, the Court of Appeals
withdrew its opinion, but failed to issue another opinion in its
place. Although CCA does not say so in its o rder, COA abated

the appeal on December I, 2004 in a published order, directing
the trial court to enter findings of fact and conclusions of law
concerning the voluntariness of Deller's written confession.
Beller~~ State, 150 S.W.3d 264 (Tex.App.- Waco 2004). Evidently,
it was too late for COA to take any action after November
17th:
The Court of Appeals did not act properly under
Tex.R.App.P. 50, which requires that the corrected or
modified opinion be substituted as the opinion or
judgment of the court within 30 days after a petition
for discretionary review has been filed with the clerk
of the court of appeals. Accordingly, the court had no
authority to withdraw its opinion without substituting
another within the proper time period. After the 30
day period, the court of appeals had no jurisdiction to
act concerning its opinion. See Ex parte Brashear, 985
S.W.2d 460 (Tex.Crim.App. 1998); Garza 1~ State, 896
S.W.2d 192 (Tex.Cr[imj.App. 1995). Therefore, the
Co urt of Appeals' opinion issued on September IS,
2004, is ordered reinstated. With this understanding,
Appellant's original petitio n for discretionary review
is refused.
State's PDR from Fort Bend County- Reversed
17-yr-old did no t commit criminal trespass by entering bar at
behest of TA13C agent.
Carol B. Philips v. State, _S.W.3 d_ (Tex.Crim.App. No.
1400-03, 4/27/05); Opinion: Meyers; Concurring Opinion:
Keller; Keasler concurred w/o opinion.
Appellant sold a beer to 17-yr-old Shannon 13erger, niece
of TA13C agent Bernice Berger, who sent her into the Mustang
Lounge along with TABC agent Dar)'l Darnell. Appellant moved
to suppress, arguing that because a sign was posted prohibiting
anyone under 18 from entering the premises, Shannon was
committing criminal trespass, and thus the evidence should
be excluded under TCCP 38.23. The trial court overruled the
motion, but COA agreed with Appellant and reversed. Philips
v. State, 109 S.W.3d 562 (Tex.App. - Corpus Christi, 2003).
Held: Because no laws were violated by police officers.
TABC agents, or Shannon Berger. Article 38.23 was not
implicated, and the trial judge did not err in denying
Appellant's motion to suppress. After a brief analysis o f the
relevant statutes in the Alcoholic Beverages Code CCA rejects
the notion that a minor recruited by the TADC commits criminal
trespass by entering a bar. §101.04 of the code, allows TADC
agents to inspect bars at any time without notice. Although
there is no specific provision authori zing recruitment of
minors for inspection, §106.05, entitled "Possession of Alcohol
by a Minor,"provides that a minor may possess an alcoho lic
beverage "if the minor is under the immediate supervision
of a commissioned peace officer engaged in enforcing the
provisions of this code." This same exception can also be found
in §106.02, "Purchase of Alcohol by a Minor." By accepting a
license o r permit to sell alcohol, the Mustang Lounge consented

to inspection by TABC agents. Shan non Berger was a minor
recruited by and under the immediate supervision of Agent
Berenice Berger to help conduct a sting operations that was
expressly contemplated by the legislature. Therefore, as to the
first ground for review, we hold that Shannon 13urger was not a
criminal trespasser under Texas Penal Code §30.05. Judgment
is therefore reversed, and trial court's judgment is affirmed.
State Prosecuting Attomey's PDR from Orange County
-Reversed
Appellant not entitled to lesser-included offense instruction
Charles Ray Irving v. State, _S.W.3d_ (Tex.Crim.App. No.
0091-04, 4/27/OS); Opinion: Meyers; Kelley, Keasler, Hervey &
Holcomb concurred w/o Opinion
Appellant was charged with aggravated assault of his exgirlfriend after choking her and beating her with a baseball
bat. Appellant claimed he was entitled to a lesser-included
offense instruction on simple assault because he testified he
had only hit her with his fists. COA agreed, and reversed the
conviction. lrl'ing v. State, No. 09-02-476-CR, 2003 Tex. App.
LEXIS 9942 (Tex.App.- 13eaumont ll/19/03)(not designated
for publication)
Held: COA erred by holding that the trial court erred in
failing to give the jury the lesser-included offense instruction
for assault. The indictment for the aggravated assault alleged
that Appellant committed aggravated assault against the victim
by two separate theories, namely, that he attacked her with a
deadly weapon, to wit, a baseball bat, and that he caused her
serious bo dily inj ury by hitting her with the bat. Appellant
is asking fo r an instruction for the offense of simple assault
stemming from the conduct of hitting the victim with his fists
and not a baseball bat. Because the conduct constituting the
offense of assault for which the Appellant wanted an instruction
is not the same as the conduct charged in the indictment for
aggravated assault, assault by means of striking t he victim with
his fists is not a lesser- included offense of aggravated assault by
striking the victim with a bat. CCA also reaffi rms its decision in
Hayward v. State, _S.W.3d_ (Tex.Crim.App. No. 2081-03,
delivered 3/2/05): a trial court is not required to instruct a jury
on a lesser included offense where the conduct establishing the
lesser offense is not "included" wi thin the conduct charged; i.e.
within the facts required to prove the charged offense. Appellant
was not entitled to the requested instruction, so the trial court
did not err in fail ing to give one. COA's judgment is reversed
and trial court's judgment is affirmed.
Appellant's PDR from Fort Bend County- Affirmed
No need for victim's prior violent acts to "implicate" t he
defendant in a murder case
Shannon Eugene Hayes v. State, _S.\•V .3d_ (Tex.Crim.App.
No. 0191 -04, 4/27/OS); Opinion: Hervey; Concurring Opinion:
Keller, joined by Cochran & Johnson
Appellant was charged with murder and manslaughter
after he shot and killed one man (Swai n) while ai ming at
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another (Delaney). He wanted to introduce testimony of
two witnesses who said that Delaney had threatened them
with a gun two years before. The trial court excluded the
evidence after a brief hearing. The jury convicted Appellant of
manslaughter, and COA affirmed. Hayes 1'. State, 124 S.W.3d
781 (Tex.App.- Houston [l" Dist.] 2003). PDR was granted
to determine whether a "defendant claiming self-defense in a
murder prosecution [should be allowed] to present evidence
of the deceased's prior threat against him" even "even when the
deceased's prior conduct does not 'implicate' the defendant."
Held: CCA's decision in Tate v. State, 981 S.W.2d 189 (Tex.
Crim.App. 1998) does not require a defendant to l1ave been
"implicated" by the victim's prior bad act before such evidence
can be admissible under Rule 404(b).
In Torres v. State, we applied Tate to decide that, in a
murder prosecution where a defendant claims selfdefense, the deceased's prior threats may be admitted,
even though those threats were not directed at the
defendant, "as long as the proffered [threats] explain
the outward aggressive conduct of the deceased at
the time of the killing, and in a manner other than
demonstrating character conformity only." See Torres
v. State, 71 S.W.3d 758, 761-62 (Tex.Cr[im].App.
2002).

mandatory supervision release because it is a predecessor to
an offense enumerated in Tex. Gov't Code§ 508.149(a). After
conducting a brief statutory construction, CCA disagrees with
Applicant, and concludes:
The legislature could not have reasonably intended
to make inmates convicted under the predecessors of
sexual assault eligible for mandatory supervision release
but not those who were convicted under the current
statutory scheme. We hold that Section 508.149(c)
includes the predecessors to the enumerated offenses
that currently make an inmate ineligible for mandatory
supervision release. Inmates who have been convicted
of a predecessor to one of the enumerated offenses are
ineligible for mandatory supervision release.
Therefore, the applicant is not eligible for mandatory
supervision release because he has been previously
convicted of a second degree predecessor of Penal
Code Section 22.0 11 (sexual assault) and because
Government Code Section 508.149(a) precludes from
release inmates who have been convicted of such an
offense or its predecessors. Relief is denied.

PDRs Granted
Here, however, it is unnecessary to decide whether evidence of
Delaney's two-year-old specific acts of violence against the other
two men was admissible under Torres and Tate because the only
relevance of this evidence was to the murder charge of which the
jury acquitted Appellant. Judgment is therefore affirmed.

Habeas Corpus Opinion
Habeas corpus application from Harris County- Relief
Denied
Statutory predecessors to Gov't Code§ 508.149( c) make inmate
ineligible for release to mandatory
Ex Parte GeorgeAlexmuler Erviii, _S.W.3d_ (Tex.Crim.App.
No. 74,985, 4/6/05); Opinion: Price; Dissent: Keller; Meyers did
no t participate
Applicant is serving a conviction for delivery of a controlled
substances, enhanced by a prior conviction for sexual abuse of
a child under the prior version of the statute, former Tex. Penal
Code§ 2l.l0. Acts 1973, 63d Leg., R.S., ch. 399, § 1, 1973 Tex.
Gen. L1ws 883, repealed by Act of May 29, 1983, 68th Leg., R.S.,
ch. 977, § 12, 1983 Tex. Gen. Laws·5321 (prohibiting deviate
sexual conduct with a child). He now complains he is being
wrongfully denied release to mandatory supervision because
sexual abuse of a child is not listed among the offenses that
would make him ineligible for release. This writ was filed and
set to determine whether he was wrongfully d eni ed release.
Held: A prior conviction for sexual abuse precludes
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No. 270-04 Harm, Tracy.Appeli<mt's PDR from linrant County;
Indecency w/Child
The trial court and Court of appeals abused their d iscretion
in erroneously denying Appellant's motion for new triaL The
prosecutor and CPS worker failed in their affirmative duty to
disclose evidence favorable to the accused and by that evidence
being material, there is a reasonable probability had the
evidence been disclosed when subpoened rsic1) the result of the
proceedings may have been different. The failure to disclose said
evidence results in a violation of the XIV Amendment.
No. 1746-04 Palmer, John Anthony, Appellant's PDR from Bell
County; Aggravated Sexual Assault
The Court of Appeals erred in determining that Appellant's
request to require the state to elect which act of sexual assault
upon which it would rely for conviction was not timely when
made at the jury charge conference.
1943-04 McDonald, Robert Charl es, Appellant's PDR from
Harris County; Indecency w/Child
I. The majority opinion erroneously analyzes Rogers v. State
in concluding that subsequent unnoticed sexual misconduct
involving another child at a later time was "same transaction
contextual evidence" for which notice was not required.
2. When a majority opinion acknowledges that subsequent

unnoticed sexual misconduct involving another child was
admitted at trial over timely objection and the appellant raises
that issue in a point of error based on Buclumm1 v. State and
provides a factual rationale for that Concl usion, the Court of
Appeals should not be allowed to avoid ruling on that point
of error by concluding the point of error affords no basis for
relief.
0043-05 Brumit, Walter H., Appellant's PDR from Travis
County; Aggravated Sexual Assault
The Court of Appeals erred by affirming th e trial court's
sentence, thereby violating Petitioner's due process rights under
the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States, and Petitioner's rights to due course of law under the
Texas Constitution.
191 5-04 Drichas, David, State's PDR from Bowie County;
Evading detention w/vehicle

4. If the Court ofAppeals concludes there is insufficient evidence
to support a stacking order entered under Code of Criminal
Procedure 42.08 (a), may the court delete the order without
conducting a harm analysis under appellate rule 44.2 (a)?
5. If the Court ofAppeals concludes there is insufficient evidence
to support a stacking order entered under Code of Criminal
Procedure Article 42.08 (a), is the proper remedy to delete
the cumulation order or remand the case to the trial court for
further proceedings?
1863-04 Guzman, Jose Jesus, Appellant's PDR from Webb
County; Attempted Murder
Whether the testimony of the 16 year old Defendant that he
thought the handgun was not loaded, because the magazine,
or clip, had been removed, is enough to require an instruction
on the lesser included offense of deadly conduct?
1932-04 Hogans, Keith Lashone, Appellant's PDR from Harris
County; Aggravated Assau lt

In finding the evidence legally and factually insufficient to
support the jury's finding that Drichas used his truck as a deadly
weapon, the Court of Appeals misapplied and misconstrued
the standard for reviewing claims of evidentiary insufficiency
relating to a deadly weapon finding and, in so doing, essentially
altered the definition of deadly weapon.

The Court of Appeals erred in holding that Appellant could
not appeal his conviction, when the error claimed affected the
punishment assessed, as well as the trial court's decision to
adjudicate guilt.

1297-04 Holcombe, Steven John, Appellee's PDR (defendant)
from Tarrant County; DWI

1946-04 Barela, Joseph Li no, Appella nt's PDR from El Paso
County; Aggravated Robbery

Is a city ordinance that prohibits playing music "in such a
manner as to ... unreasonably disturb or interfere with the
peace, comfort and repose of neighboring persons or ordinary
sensibilities" unconstitutionally vague because it fails to put
the citizenry on notice of what is prohibited, fails to contain
objective standards, and gives the police unfettered discretion
to determine what conduct amounts to a violation?

1. The Court of Appeals erred in allowing the trial court to
stack Petitioner's 40 year prison sentences onto an}' punishment
petitioner might later receive concerning earlier convictions for
which he had not been adjudged guilty and sentenced.

1447-04 Mungaray, Jorge Luis, State's PD R from Dallas Cou nty;
Sex Assault/Agg Sex Assault
I. \Vhen reviewing the sufficiency of the evidence to support
an order cumulating sentences entered pursuan t To Code of
Criminal Procedure Article 42.08(a), May the Court of Appeals
disregard in-co urt statements made by the prosecutor as
evidence of the existence of the prior sentence?
2. When reviewing the sufficiency of the evidence to support
an order cumulating sentences entered pursuant to Code of
Criminal Procedure Article 42.08(a), m ay the Court of Appeals
disregard partial admissions by the Defendant and his attorney
that support the challenged order?
3. Must the state prove the offense name, date, court and cause
number fo the prior sentence before a trial judge may exercise
its discretion to cumulate sentences under Code of Criminal
Procedure Article 42.08(a)?

2. The Court of Appeals erred in assuming that a "conviction"
- as defined under Arizona law for purposes of its enhancement
laws-- should define the meaning of"conviction" as used in the
'texas stacking statute codified as C.C.P. Article 42.08.

COURT OF APPEALS
Appeals- Notice of Appeal - Certification
Oneal v. State,_ S.W.3d _ _ (Tex.App. No. 09-04-097-CR
Beaumont, 3/23/05).
Defendant pled guilty to a plea bargain; his first appeal was
dismissed because of an untimely notice of appeal. Defendant
files writ alleging ineffective assistance of counsel, which is
granted. On same day writ is granted, defendant fi les new prose
notice of appeal and trial court en ters a certification that states
"Court of Criminal Appeals ordered, adj udged and decreed
that an out of time appeal is Granted." On appeal COA finds
that whenever a trial court gives a defendant "permission to
appeal" as contemplated under Tex.R.App.Proc. 25.2(a)(2),
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defendant must possess a "right of appeal" independent of the
rules of appellate procedure in order to invoke our jurisdiction.
The Rules do not establish appellate jurisdiction, but set
out procedures which must be followed in order to invoke a
court's jurisdiction over a particular appeal. See White v. State,
61 S.V"-Jd 424, 428 (Tex.Crim.App. 2001); Olivo v. State, 918
S.W.2d 519,523 (Tex.Crim.App. 1996). For a plea-bargaining
defendant, a trial court's "permission to appeal" will only invoke
a court's appellate jurisdiction if the defendant also has a "right
of appeal." Under the facts and circumstances of the instant case,
the trial court's certification is defective in that it appears to find
appellant's "right of appeal" solely within the Court of Criminal
Appeals'[] grant of"an out-of-time appeal." Such a finding is
misplaced as the Court's mandate simply placed appellant in
the position he was in on the day of his conviction. Appeal is
dismissed.
(***Editor's Note: Court comes ver)' close to stating that
permission to appeal must be limited to those cases where the
defendant files pretrial motions).
See also Chandler 1'. State,_ S.\1{3d _ (Tex.App. No.
03-03-00612-CR-- Austin, 3/24/05). A defendant who pleads
guilty and whose punishment does not exceed that which
he agreed to accept can appeal only those matters raised by
written motion filed and ruled on before trial or after getting
the trial court's permission. Tex.R.App.Pro. 25.2(a)(2). When
a defendant is charged with violation of a term of deferredadjudication community supervision, he is "entitled to a hearing
limited to the determination by the court of whether it proceeds
with an adjudication of guilt on the original charge. No appeal
may be taken from this determination." 'lex.Code Crim.Proc.
art. 42.12, §5(b). The Court also entered an interesting order
regarding the certification by the trial judge on the right to
appeal. Rather than order the trial court to prepare and file an
amended certification at this late stage in the appellate process,
the certification in the record shall be deemed amended so as to
certify that this "is not a plea-bargain case, and the defendant
has the right of appeal." See Tex.R.App.Proc. 25.2 commen"t
(containing prescribed certification form).
Guilty pleas- Admonishments- Full range of punishment
Cllllllllillgs v. State, _ S.W.3d _ (Tex.App. No. 06-04-00124CR --'texarkana, 3/23/05).
Defendant argues that because trial court did not admonish
him about the possibility of assessing deferred adjudication as
a potential sentence, h e was not admonished on the full range
of punishment. Court rejects argument for two reasons (1)
defendant did not object to this failure during the plea colloquy
and (2) court told defendant he would consider community
supervision. It was no t necessary to go further and admonish
on deferred. Only if community supervision is actually assessed,
must defendant be told about deferred.
Search and Seizure - Traffic stop
State 11. Bl"ya11t, _ S.W.3d _ (Tex.App. No. 02-03-460-CR
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Fort Worth, 3/24/05).
Defendant stopped by the police for driving too slow; officer
walks up to car, taps on window and defendant opens the door.
Officer then smells alcohol and orders defendant out of his car.
Trial court grants motion to suppress holding that driving too
slow is not a traffic offense and that defendant was stopped
when the officer tapped on the window of his car. (Officer did
not pull the defendant over to the side of the road by using his
lights; he merely followed him into a parking lot and approached
his car when the defendant stopped) . Citing a number of cases,
the Court here holds there was no investigative detention until
the defendant opened his car door and the odor of alcohol
became apparent. Nothing in the officer's knocking on the
defendant's car window converted this consensual encounter to
an investigative detention. Court also concludes the officer had
reasonable suspicion to believe the defendant might be engaged
or about to engage in burglary because he was driving around a
parking lot at 2:00am when stores were closed, stopped between
two sets of buildings, and turned his headlights off in an area
that had experienced a number of burglaries in the past. Trial
court's suppression order reversed.
Search and Seizure- Warrant- Probable cause
Dmtis v. State,_ S.W.3d _ _ (Tex.App.- Fort Worth, 02-04355-CR, 3/24/05).
Court rejects search warrant for a number of reasons. First
state conceded the warrant was conclusory but argues the smell
of meth odor sufficient to give rise to probable cause. Affidavit
provided no indication of a date or time frame for either the
investigation or the tips. Nor did the affidavit provide any
suggestion that the information came from reliable sources or
any hint of what the basis of their information might be. The
affidavit does not show that the officer ever verified that Davis
lived at the designated address or had ever been present at that
address. Affiant stated in the affidavit that he was contacted
by the chief of Police with the information that another officer
had smelled an odor he associated with the manufacture
of methamphetamine on the day the warrant was iss ued.
Nowhere in the affidavit, however, was there any explanation
of the officer's expertise or experience in recognizing an
odor associated with the manufacture of methamphetamine,
or whether he was correct in associating the odor with the
manufacture of methamphetamine. No evidence explained why
the officer believed the odor emanated from the specific address
in question. There was no evidence describing the circumstances
under which he smelled the odor. Did he remain in his car in the
street? Did he pull into the driveway? There was no evidence in
the affidavit that the affiant ever went to Appellant's residence
before swearing to the affidavit, had any personal knowledge
of any activities occurring at the residence, or verified the
officer's observations. Similarly, there was no indication that
anyone from the task force or the joint investigation team went
to Appellant's residence, had personal knowledge of activities
occurring at the residence, or verified the officer's observations.
\ rVhile the officer's veracity ca n be presumed, his expertise

cannot.

- Houston [1". Dist]4/7/05).

Search and seizure- Traffic stop- Failure to drive in a single
lane
Tyler v. State, _
S.vV.3d _
(Tex.App. No. 02-03-294-CR
-Fort Worth, 3/24/05).

Court overrules its prior precedent, lrVillover v. State, 70
S.W.3d 841 (Tex.App.- Houston [1" Dist.]2002) and now holds
criminal complainants are no longer party opponents within
the meaning of'lcx.R.Evid. 801. Court reaches this conclusion
largely on basis that a complainant has no control over the
litigation. Thus, the allegations in a civil lawsuit he filed against
the motel where the offense occurred are not admissible.

While failure to maintain a single lane of traffic is not,
by itself, a traffic offense, it is if it is not done safely. Here,
state satisfied its burden when officer testified that traffic was
moderate to heavy when defendant drove onto the traffic
shoulder and then back into his lane.
Voir dire- Challenge for cause- Punishment
lv!artinez 11. State,_ S.W.3d _ (Tex.App. No. 03-04-00134CR- Austin, 3/24/05).
Juror challenged for cause because he could not consider
probation for an aggravated sexual assault on a child. Court finds
him qualified because he stated that there might be a theoretical
case where he might consider probation. A venireperson is not
required to be able to state what kind of case he might consider
assessing a probated sentence.
"Yogurt Shop Murders" -- Confessions - Crawford v.
Washington- Harmless error
Scott 1'. State, _ S.W.3d _ (Tex.App. No. 03-03-00109-CR
--Austin, 3/24/05).
Sta te admits co-defendant's confession without the
codefendant testifying but argues that it was admissible because
all references to the defendant were redacted. Court rejects this
argument and holds:
We believe that Crawford means what it says:
statements made during police interrogations are
testimonial, and like other testimonial statements,
they are admissible under the Sixth Amendment
only if the declarant is unavailable and the defendant
had a prior opportunity to cross-examine . Jd.
Springsteen's statement to the police was no less
testimonial because it had been redacted to remove
all references to Scott. because Scott had no prior
opportunity to cross-examine, the introduction of
Springsteen's testimonial statement violated Scott's
Si.xth Amendment right to confront the witnesses
against him.
Error was harmless beyond a reasonable doubt because of the
defendant's own confession and the other evidence against him.
Court also holds defendant's confession was voluntary despite
five days of interrogation because (I) defendant never told he
was not free to leave and (2) was taken home every night after
interrogation.
Evidence - Hearsay- Admissions by Party Opponent
Davis v. State, _ S.W.3d _ (Tex.App. No. 01-03-0080 1-CR

Sufficiency review- Court adopts civil standard for sudden
passion
Cleveland v. State, _ S.W.3d _ (Tex.App. No. 01-03-01040CR- Houston [1" Dist.]4/7/05).
Court overrules its prior precedent, Patterson v. State, 121
S.W.3d 22 (Tex.App.- Houston [ 1" Dist.] 2003) and now holds
it has appellate jurisdiction to review both the factual and
legal sufficiency of the evidence to support a jury's negative
finding on the mitigation issue in a homicide case, i.e. whether
defendant acted with sudden passion arising from an adequate
cause. Court applies the same standard used in civil cases. If
it is a legal challenge, the court examines all the evidence to
support the finding, ignoring all evidence to the contrary. If
the Court finds no evidence to support the negative finding,
then the entire record is examined to determine whether
the contrary position has been established as a matter of
law. This standard is different from Jackson v \lilginia's legal
sufficiency standard. jackson addresses a due process review of
the evidence in the light most favorable to the jury's verdict
concerning the elements of the offense the State had to prove
beyond a reasonable doubt. The Stemer 1'. 1\tfamt/wn Oil Co.,
767 S.W.2d 686 (Tex. 1989) standard for legal sufficiency
review, however, applies only when reviewing the evidence to
support the factfinder's having rejected an issu e the defendant
h ad to prove by a preponderance of the evidence. Additionally,
although a finding of legal insufficiency of the evidence under
Jackson v. Vilginia would require acquittal of the defendant, a
holding of legal insufficiency of evidence to support the jury's
negative finding on the issue of sudden passion would compel
the conclusion that defendant established sudden passion as a
matter of law and therefore necessitate a remand for sentencing
on the second-degree punishment range for sudden passion.
Witnesses - Cross Examination - Fifth Amendment
Invocation
Boler v. State, _ S.W.3d _ (Tex.App. No. 0 1-04-00234-CR
- Houston [ 1" Dist.] 4/7/05).
As to invocation of a witness' fifth Amendment right: a
person's "constitutional privilege against self-incrimination
overrides a defendant's constitutional right to compulsory
process of witnesses." Bridge v. State, 726 S.W.2d 558, 567 (Tex.
Crim.App. 1986). A trial court "cannot compel a witness to
answer unless it is perfectly clear, from a careful consideration
of all the circumstances in the case, that the witness is mistaken
in asserting the privilege, and that the answer cannot possibly
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tend to incriminate the witness." Grayson v. State, 684 S.W.2d
691, 696 (Tex.Crim.App. 1984). When a witness invokes his
Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination on the advice
of the witness' counsel, the trial court is not obligated to make
any further determination. As to the waiver issue: the Fifth
Amendment is waived if ( 1) the witness' prior statements have
created a significant likelihood that the finder of fact will be left
with and prone to rely on a distorted view of the truth, and (2)
that witness had reason to know that his prior statements would
be interpreted as a waiver of the Fifth Amendment's privilege
against self-incrimination.
Evidence- Excited Utterance- Six Years After Event
Bames v. State,_ S.W.3d _ _ (Tex.App. No. 03-04-00059CR- Austin 4/7/05).
Court holds victim's statement, made 6 years after the event,
was inadmissible as an excited utterance. Witness testified that
complainant was crying and "just very withdrawn from me,
very upset." There is no evidence, however, that complainant's
emotional state was due to the stress of excitement caused
by some startling event or condition. Appellant's conduct
was doubtlessly shocking or startling when it occurred, but
there is nothing in the record to indicate that, five years later,
complainant was still dominated by the emotions it produced.
It has been held that the startling event that triggers an excited
utterance need not be the crime itself. Hunt v. State, 904 S.W.2d
813, 816 ('Iex. App.- Fort Worth 1995, pet. ref'd). Assuming
this is correct, there is n o evidence of any other startling event
or condi tion that triggered complainant's statements to the
witness. The circumstances shown by this record do not reflect
that her statements to the officer "resulted from impulse rather
than reason and reflection." Z uliani, 97 S.W.3d at 596 (quoting
Fowler v. State, 379 S.W.2d 345, 347 (Tex. Crim. App. 1964) ); and
see Harvey v. State, 123 S.W.3d 623,631 (Tex. App.-Texarkana
2003, pet. ref'd ) (outcry si.x years after assault not shown to be
exci ted utterance). However, the error was held harmless.
Appeal - Counsel Appointed After 30 Days - Appeal
Abated
Sa/azar v. State, _ S.W.3d _ _ (Tex.App.- No. 07-04-00090CR, Amarillo 4/6/2005)
Trial court appoints counsel on appeal after time limit for
filing a motion for new trial expires. Case first remanded to trial
court to determine if defendant had been d eprived of counsel
during what the court called a critical stage of proceedings. At
tha t hearing, trial lawyer testified that he discussed with the
defendant only filing the notice of appeal and no discussion
of post trial motions. Appellate counsel states on the record
there would be post trial motions filed requiring evidentiary
development. Trial court agrees that defendant deprived of
cou nsel during critical period and appellate court abates appeal
so that defendant can file MNT.
Evidence- Declaration Against Penal Interest- Corroboration
-Life Insurance Policy
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Eby ''· State, _ S.W.3d _ _ (Tex.App. No. 04-04-00080-CR
-San Antonio, 4/6/2005).
For a statement to be admissible under Rule 803(24), two
requirements must b e met: (1) the statement in question
must expose the declarant to criminal liability; and (2) there
must be corroborating circumstances that clearly indicate the
trustworthiness of the statement. Bi11gham v. State, 987 S.W.2d
54, 57 (Tex. Crim. App. 1999). The party seeking admission
of the statement has the burden of producing corroborating
evidence to prove the trustworthiness of the statement. Cofield
v. State, 89 1 S.W.2d 952,955 (Tex. Crim App.l994). Statements
made by co-defendant Alvin to Officer Baker, Hardin, and
Roland implicated him in the victim's murder, and thus tended
to expose him to criminal liability, and the statements were
corroborated. Court also held that because the state had failed
to introduce any evidence that the defendant knew his wife
was a beneficiary of the victim's life insurance policy, the trial
court erred in admitting evidence of those policy proceeds on
the issue of the defendant's motive to kill the complainant. Case
is therefore reversed.
DWI - Evidence Insufficient for Enhancement - Acquittal
ordered
Bla11k v. State, _ S.W.3d _ _ ('Iex.App. No. 04-04-00243-CR
- San Antonio, 4/6/2005).
Defendant convicted of DWI and punishment enhanced

by proof of a prior DWI. That "proof" however, consisted of
a computer printout. The synopsis indicates defendant was
charged with DWI. However, the notation of "gu ilty" may
indicate defendant's plea or it may, as the State alleges, indicate
a guilty verdict. In either even t, it docs not indicate whether
defendant was actually convicted of any offense, much less
which offense. There is no evidence in the record tha t the
synopsis is "a writing authorized by law to be recorded or filed
and [was) in fact recorded or filed in a public office, or [is] a
purported public record, report, statement, or data compilation,
in any form, from the public office where items of this na ture
are kept." See Tex.R.Ev id. 901 (b)(7). The synopsis bea rs the seal
of the Lake County, Illinois Circuit Court of the N ineteenth
Judicial Circuit, and it contains a certification by the clerk of
the court that "the above [is] correct." However, there is n o
evidence that the synopsis is a "copy of an official record or
report or entry therein, or of a document authorized by law to be
recorded or filed in a public office, including data com pila tions
in a ny form ... "Id. 902(4). Nothing in the record su pports
the Sta te's contention that the synopsis represents a judgment
of conviction. The State int roduced no other evidence of the
1993 conviction, and the defenda nt repeatedly denied such a
convictio n. Case reversed and a judgment of acquittal ordered
entered.
Sexual Assault of Child - Outcry
lvfarquez v. Sta te,_ S.\•V.3d _ (Tex.App. No. 04-04-00349CR - San Antonio, 4/6/2005).

Defendant argues the trial court erred in admitting
evidence of victim's outcry because she was 12 years old at time
of offense and Art. 38.072 applies only to those victims under
the age of 12. Court of Appeals disagrees and holds the statute
applies to those who are 12 or younger and because evidence
at most, showed the child was 12 years and three months old
at time of offense, evidence was admissible.
Witnesses- Cross examination- Sixth Amendment Right
of Confrontation
Vanmeter v. State,_ S.W.3d _
(Tex.App. No. 05-03-1505CR - Dallas, 4/6/2005)
Court holds, for a variety of reasons not especially
relevant here that Crawford v \Vashington's analysis of the Sixth
Amendment right to confront and cross examine witnesses does
not apply to pretrial hearings.
Jury charge- Some Harm Found- Assault case- Consent
Bufkin v. State,_ S. W.3d _ (Tex.App. No. 14-03-0 1229-CR
-Houston [14'hdist.]4/12/05).
COA upholds admission of victim's statements in an assault
case, based solely on victim's emotional state at the time of the
utterance. Under TPC §22.06(1), consent can be a defense to
prosecution for assault. To support his argument, appellant
relies on the v ictim's (Hooper) testimony at trial whereby
she recanted her story about the alleged assault. On direct
examination, Hooper explained that she provided a misleading
picture to police officers about what occurred on the evening of
the alleged assault. Contrary to her statements to the officers,
Hooper testified that the bite marks were the result of consensual
sexual activity that occurred the night before the alleged assault.
The state argued that Hooper's testimonyabout"love bites" had
nothing to do an assault charge based on Appellant hitting her.
COA, however, concludes that because the jury was instructed
in the alternative, that is, whether the defendant assaulted
the victim by either hitting her or biting her, it could not tell
upon which theory the jury convicted Appellant. Thus, it was
erroneous to deny the charge and the error amounted to some
harm under Almanza. Case reversed.

being qualified as an expert under Tex.R.Evid. 702. "It is almost
impossible to lay down any definite guidelines for determining
knowledge, skill or experience required in a particular case or of
a particular witness." I d. (quoting Rogers v. Gonzales, 654 S.W.2d
509, 513 (Tex. App.- Corpus Christi 1983, writ ref'd n.r.e.)).
Contrary to Appellant's contention, licensure, or certification in
the particular discipline is not a per se requirement. Id. at 659;
see Greg01y v. State, 56 S.W.3d 164, 179-80 (Tex.App.- Houston
[14th Dist.] 2001, pet. dism'd) (medical license or degree is
not the litmus test for qualification as an expert \Vitness), cert.
denied, 538 U.S. 978 (2003); see also Wyatt v. State, 23 S.W.3d
18, 27-28 {Tex.Crim.App. 2000) (trial court did not abuse its
discretion in allowing witness to testify as an expert, even though
she was not licensed).
Search and Seizure - Expectation of Privacy - Wrecked
Vehicle
H'iede v. State,_ S.W.3d _ (Tex.App. No. 03-03-00267 -CR
-Austin 4/14/2005).
Court concludes, as it did in an earlier case involving
the same defendant, handed down on January 21, 2005, that
the defendant had a reasonable expectation of privacy in his
wrecked car. Court concludes that accident was just as likely
caused by another driver as the defendant. The Court then
addresses whether the police had probable cause. The eyewitness
testified that he saw the defendant with a piece of clear plastic
in his hand and that he stuffed that item under the seat. The
Court ruled that there was nothing suspicious about a plastic
bag. As to the justification based on the community ca retaking
function, the officer admitted that he was conducting a criminal
investigation as well as an accident investigation, though he
showed the drugs to the EMS. COA holds the search was not
justified under the emergency doctrine.

Evidence- Expert Testimony- Probation Officer- Suitability
for Probation
Ellison v. State, _ S.W.3d_ (Tex.App. No. 04-04-00599-CR
- San Antonio, 4/13/05).
Court decides that suitability for probation is an appropriate
subject for expert testimony. It then concludes that because of
probation officer's experience, and education, she was qualified
under rule 702 to so testify.
Evidence- Expert Testimony- Licensing Not Required
Durm1v. State, _ S.W.3d _ _ (Tex.App. No. 02-03-423 -CR
-Fort Worth, 4/ 14/2005).
An expert need not be licensed in his or her field before
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PRESIDENT'S CRUISE
ABOARD
ROYAL CARRIBEAN INTERNATIONAL
SPLENDOR OF THE SEAS
ITERNIERY
DATE

PORT

Saturday, February 4

Galveston, Texas

Sunday, February 5

At Sea

ARRIVAL

BOARDING

DEPARTURE

REMARK

2:00p.m.

6:00p.m.

DOCKED

Monday, February 6

Cozumel- MB

7:00a.m.

7:00p.m.

DOCKED

Tuesday, February 7

Costa Maya- MB

7:00a.m ..

3:00p.m.

DOCKED

Wednesday, February 8

At Sea

Thursday, February 9

Galveston, Texas

DOCKED

8:00a.m.

COST
CATEGORY

PAYMENT DEADLINES

COST PER PERSON
AuG

D1

$735

G

$485

H

$475

JS

$825

15,2005

*Note: 50 percent of total amount
is due August 15, 2005; balance
is due September 15, 2005

SEPT

15, 2005

$367.50

$367.50

$242.50

$242.50

$237.50

$237.50

$412.50

$412.50

*NOTE: See attached for ship aiagram

SIGN ME UP TO BOARD THE ROYAL CARRIBEAN
Attendee Name :_ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ Bar Number_ _ __ __ __
Street Address_ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ _ __

City_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _

State_ _ __ __ __Zip _ __ _ _ _ Email _ __ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ __ _ _
Phone_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ Fax___ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ __ _

PAYMENT OPTIONS
0 Check Enclosed (payable to TCDLA)
0 Visa

0 Mastercard

0 American Express

0 Discover

Credit Card Number

Expiration Date

Name on Card

Signature
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Kerri Anderson-Donnica
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District 1
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McLennan
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District 8

lvlary Stillinger
Mike R. Gibson
Ed Solis(a)
Blu Sanders(a)
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District 2
Tom Hirsch
Tom Davidson (a)

Odessa
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Ector
Tom Green

Lubbock
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Lubbock
Potter
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Sweetwater
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Collin
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District 3

Dexter Gilford
Sam Bassett
Guillermo Gonzalez(a)
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Bobby Mims
Steve Green
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Beaumont
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Huntsville
Walker
Conroe
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Mike Charlton
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Texas Criminal Defense l.av')''efS AsSociation .
is proud to announce its annual 2005 Federal Ur.v Fall Conference in New Orle.ms at the Hotel Monteleone.
Hotel Montelrone is located in the French Quarter. wall9ng distan<e from many cultural and touring pleasures.
the city _ from v.ood-dass antique shopping. historic and classic architecture, haunted tours. riverboat tours. bourban streetfi..d
world famous restaurants and jdzz rrosi<. Register early and save] Registration available at www.tcd'a.com.
,.
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Criminal Law Case Study Semi

ANATOMY OF THE WIN
Anatomy o f the Win is a case study seminar. Lawyers will present actua l cases and
d issect them from initial client interview to conclusion. Strategies fro m vo ir d ire to
final arg ument w ill b e disclosed . Lawyers w ill bring their tria l notebooks a nd use
a ctual exhibits and transcripts whe n available. The seminar has been d ubbed " NFL
Films for Lawyers." This is a ha nds-on, how-to, seminar for the working tria l lawyer.
Ten-minute intermissio ns w ill ta ke place after e ac h presenta tion to a llow attending
lawyers to cond uc t business w hile away from the office.
Visit our web site at www. tc dla.c om for upcoming seminar dates.
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sponsored by Crimina l Defense Lawye rs Projec t

New Braunfels & Schlitterbahn, Texas • July 14 & 15, 2005

seminar information
Anatomy of the Win is o case study seminar. Lawyers will present actual cases and dissect them
from initial client interview to conclusion. Strategies from voir dire to fino! argument will be disclosed. Lawyers will bring their trial notebooks and
use actual exhibits and transcripts when available. The seminar has been dubbed "NFL Films
for Lawyers. " This is a hands-on, how-to, seminar
for the working trial lawyer. Ten minute intermissions will toke place after eac h presentation to allow attending lawyers to conduct business while
away from the offtce.

Location: Holiday Inn New Braunfels
1051 1-35 East, New Braunfels, 78130

•

830.625.8017

Mail registration to: 1707 Nueces St.. Austin, Texas 78701, or fax to: 512.469.0512
Questions? Email mschank@tcdla.com or call 512.478.2514.

Registration begins at 8:00am

•

www.tcdla.com

CONFIRMATION WILL BE FAXED
Attendee Name: _______________ Bar Number: ________
Street Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ City: _ __ _ __

schedule
thursday, july 14
8:00·8:25 om
8:30-9:20 om

Registration & Continental Breoklost
Stole v. VHB

9:30-10:20 om

• Rick Hogen
State v. Hampton

I 0:30- 11:20om

• Mork Daniel
Efhk:s

II :30- 12:20 om

• Sam Bossett
A Tnlogy of Wins

12:20 am

AJOU~N

State: _ _ _ _ Zip:._______ E-mail: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ Fax:

Registration Fees*
0

0

By July 6

registration with cd (order by July 6, 2005)
registration with book and cd (order by July 6, 2005)

$0
$0

After July 6

$0
not available

•NOTE: You must attend the seminar to receive the course materials. Cash will not be
accepted for on-site publication purchases and/or sem(nar registration fees.

• Jim Pope

Schlitterbahn Tickets and Box Lunch
f riday,july 15

0

Thursday, July 14: Yes, I need tickets. Tic kets for adults are $25.60/children $21.20.
Number of tickets
adults
children.
FREE lunch at Sc hlitterbahn East Pavillion. Number attending _ _ __ _ _
Friday, July 15: Box lunch to carry from your hotel. Number of lunchesc....__ _ _ __

8:00-8:25 om
8:30-9:20 om

Registration & Continental Breoklost
Leg:slotive Update

9:30- 10:20 om

• Keith Hamp ton
State v. M c Daniel

10:30-1 t :20 om

Stole v. Dioz

TCDLA Membership Fees (renew your membership or join as a new member)
0

11:30-1 2:20 om

• Dorlino Crowder
Punishment Hearings

!2:20am

• Mark Snodgrass
AJ OURN

* TCDLA New Membership
To sign up as a new member you will need a nominating endorsement from a c urrent

• Reagan Wynn

0

n ew member (*see below) ............... $75

0

renew membership ...............$150

---------------uTCDLA member.
schlitterbahn
Join us at Schlitterbohn on Thursday and Friday
immed iately following the seminar. You can p urchose discount tic kets from TCDLA. Tickets ore
$XX a dults a nd $2 1.20 children (ages 3-ll }.

"As a current member of TCDLA. I believe this applicant to be a person of professional
competenc y, integrity, and good moral character. The applicant is licensed to practic e
law in Texas and is engaged in the defense of criminal cases, unless a student or affiliate
applicant."
TCDLA Member's Name (please print): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

thur sday, july 14
Lunch will be provided a t Schlitterbahn for all

TCDLA Member's S i g n a t u r e : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -

pa~cipanh ondthe~family nlenlbe~. TCDLAwm ~~--------------------------------~~~~~~
hove a n area reserved for the full day. Ic e chest
ond snacks can be brought in. If you p lan to attend, please indicate o n registration form.

Payment Options
0

0

Check enclosed (payable to TCDLP)
Visa
0 Mastercard
0

American Express

0

Discover

friday, july 15
A boxed lunch will be available to toke w ilh you
frorn t he hotel. If you would like a lunch, please
indica te on registration fo rm.

Credit Card Number

Expiration Date

Name on Card

Signature

for COlP use only.

0

Check#

0

cc

Amounl $ _ _ __
Initia ls

Tax Notice: $36 of your annual dues ($19 if a Student Member) is for a one year subscription to the VOICE for the De fense. Dues to TCDLA are not deduc tible as a c haritable
contribution but may b e deduc ted as an ordinary business expense. The non-deduc tib le
portion of regular and initial me mbership dues is $39 in accordance with IRC sec. 6033.

0 New Member Application 0 Renewal
0 Are you a member of the NACDL? 0 Yes 0 No
0 State whether a membership certifi cate is desired 0 Yes 0 No

0 Mr. 0 Ms.
Name: _____________________________________
Law Firm: ----------------------- - - ---Mailing Address: _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _
City, State, Zip: _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __
Phone: _________________ Fax: _____ _ __
E-mail: ______ County: _ __ __
Bar Card #:_ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ __
Bar Card Date: _ __ Month_ _ __ Year___ _
Date of birth: _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ ___

Please check correct category
0
0
0
0
0

First Time Member ........................ $75
Renewing Membership ................. $150
Voluntary Sustaining Member....... $300
Sustaining Member ..................... $200
Affiliate Member
(Experts or Legal Assistant} .......... $50
0 Public Defender ............................ $50
0 Investigator ................................. $50
0 Law Student ................................ . $20

Certified Crimina l Law Specialist? 0 Yes 0 No
Signature: _______________ Date ______
Amount Enclosed $____ _ _
0 Check enclosed
(payable to TCDLA)

0 Visa 0 MasterCard 0 American Express 0 Discover
Expirati on Date __________
Name on Card _ _ __ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Ca rd Number - ----------------------------Authorized Signature
I hereby apply for membership in the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers
Association and enclose $___ as my annual dues for the year ____.

S36 of your annual dues (S19 if a Student ~lember) is for a one year subscription to the
Voice for the Defense. Dues to TCDLA are not deductible as a charitable contribution but
may be deducted as an ordinary business expense. The nondeductible portion of regular
and initial membership dues is S39 in accordance with IRC sec. 6033.

NOMINATING ENDORSEMENT
As a current member of TCDLA, I believe this applicant to be a
person of professional competency, integrity, and good moral
character. The applicant is hcensed to practice law in Texas and
is engaged in the defense of criminal cases, unless a student or
an affihate applicant.
Signature of Member - - -- -- - - -- -- -- - Member's Name

